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The glass jacket systemThe glass jacket system

The glass jacket system consists of the glass jacket, special inserts and accessories. It was developed mainly for experimentation with gases

and it can be used interdisciplinarily in chemistry, physics and biology classes. It is used for working out the gas laws, the determination of

molar masses, the measuring of burning enthalpies etc.

Benefits of the glass jacket system:Benefits of the glass jacket system:

• demonstrative und transparent

• multifunctional modular system, easy to mount

• didactical demonstrative

• ideal for working with gases

• manual with detailed instructions for experimentation

• uncomplicated, quick experimentation

• accurate results

• compact constructions, easy to transport

• keep it completely constructed

• clealry arranged keeping of individual units in a special foam mat

Glass jacketGlass jacket

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Glass jacket, used as cooling or heating mantle.

BenefitsBenefits

The cylinder is made of DURAN 50 ®, which gave him an extreme heat resistance, high thermal shock resistance, mechanical strength and ex-

cellent chemical resistance.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

02615-0002615-00

Handbook Glass jacket systemHandbook Glass jacket system

01196-1201196-12

▪ cylindrical glasstube with screw closures for different inserts

▪ Length: 205 mm

▪ Outer diameter: 75 mm

▪ Connecting nut and gasket for flanging cylindrical inserts with an outer diameter of 36 mm watertight and airtight

▪ 1 Flange with ring nut

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.1 System components
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Gas syringe, 100 mlGas syringe, 100 ml

Function and ApplicationFunction and Application

For measuring and holding small amounts of gases or liquids.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

with ground inglass plunger , the cylinder has the scale on two sides.,
Content: 100 ml, Graduation: 1 ml

02614-0002614-00

Plunger eudiometerPlunger eudiometer

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The plunger eudiometer consists of aglass cylinder with movable plun-
ger and is used to determine the ratio of volumes in explosive gas re-
actions.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ Two 4-mmsockets connect the ignition spark generator.
▪ This device can be used to cause gas mixtures to react at room

temperature, which lead to gaseous reaction products or in which
residual quantities of the reaction gases remain in the cylinder
(e.g. mixtures of air and hydrogen, of carbon monoxide and oxy-
gen).

▪ The gasmixtures are simply injected into the eudiometer using an
injection syringe.

▪ The ignition of the gas mixture then occurs easily and safely with
the aid of the ignition spark generator.

▪ If the plunger eudiometer is assembled in the glass jacket, the
ratio of volumes of gas reactions can also be investigated at tem-
peratures other that room temperature, such as the reaction of a
stochiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxygen at above 100°C.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ With scaling on one side; Scale: 0...20 ml, 1 ml divisions.
▪ Totallength: 350 mm
▪ Length of the glass cylinder: 205 mm
▪ Outer diameter of the glass cylinder: 36 mm
▪ Length of the connection tube: 55 mm.
▪ Outer diameter of the connection tube: 8 mm

02611-0002611-00

Slow eudiometerSlow eudiometer

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Eudiometer, silent for the determination of volume ratios for continu-
ous combustion of gas mixtures.

BenefitsBenefits

Glass cylinder with scale, as well as fixed and movable pistons, Igni-
tion over a duration of sparks from a high voltage device, The gas-
mixtures are simply injected into the eudiometer using an injection
syringe., The ignition of the gas mixture then occurs easily and safely
with the aid of the ignition spark generator. ,

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

glass tube with graduation 0 to 60 ml, 1 movable piston, one fixed
piston with gasinlet and 4 mm sockets., Total Length: 420 mm, Glass
cylinder, length: 205 mm, outer diameter: 36 mm, Approach Pipe:
Length: 55 mm, outer diameter: 8 mm

02612-0002612-00

Gas separation columnGas separation column

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Enables a didactic gaschromatograph to be set up for low temperature
ranges up to 100°C. Thegas separation column is suitable todemon-
strate the principle of gaschromatography separations at roomtem-
perature (separating agent: Dinonylphthalate on kieselguhr; carrier
gas:hydrogen or helium).By inserting the gas separation columnin the
glass jacket, it can be temperedin the range between 10 and 100
°C.With the aid of a measuring probe, acontrol unit and an inter-
face system (ora Yt-recorder) the composition of gas orliquid mixtures
can be investigated andrecorded using a gas chromatograph.Technical
data:. Total length of the insert: 310 mm. Length of the separation
column(spiral shaped): approx. 1.3 m. Outer diameter of the glass cyl-
inder:36 mm. Length of the connection tube: 55 mm. Outer diameter
of the connection tube:8 mm

36670-0036670-00
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Calorimeter insert for glass jacketCalorimeter insert for glass jacket

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Calorimeter insert for glassjacket.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ It can determine calorific values, heat of combustion and enthal-
pies of gaseous, liquid and solid substances.

▪ Combustion chamber with a circular cross section, rotating
double helix as a heat exchanger

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Total Length: 280 mm
▪ Combustion chamber length: 90 mm
▪ Outer combustion chamber: 36 mm
▪ Length of the approach pipe: 70 mm
▪ OD approach pipe: 8 mm

02615-0102615-01

Calorimeter insert (02615-01) with cover (02615-02)Calorimeter insert (02615-01) with cover (02615-02)

Calorimeter insert with mounted cover

Calorimeter insert f.glass jacketCalorimeter insert f.glass jacket
02615-0102615-01

Lid for calorimeter insertLid for calorimeter insert
02615-0202615-02

Combustion lance for gasesCombustion lance for gases

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The device is especially used for the soot-free combustion of gases in
the glass jacket calorimeter. It consists of a jacket tube made of glass
and a metal combustion tube that can be moved inside it. Both tubes
have tube hose connections. The combustion gas is fed into the inner
metal tube, the oxygen required for the soot-free combustion in the
outer tube.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ A fine regulating valve allows exact adjustment of the combustion
gas feed.

▪ The device can be set for any type of combustion gas.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Total length with pushed in combustion tube: 290 mm
▪ Length of the jacket tube : 170 mm
▪ Diameter of the jacket tube: 16 mm
▪ Diameter of the hose connection: o.d. = 8 mm

02613-0002613-00

Insert w.ext.tube f.glass jack.Insert w.ext.tube f.glass jack.

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Gas syringe made of glass with ground in glass plunger. It is used in
conjuction with the glass jacket to develop the gas laws and to de-
termine molar masses using the vapour density method.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ Used to build a water vapour distillator with only a heat source
in conjunction with the device system glass mantle.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ With double-sided scaling; scale division: 0...100 ml, 1 ml divi-
sion

▪ Length, total: 300 mm
▪ Glass cylinder: length 205 mm, diameter (outside): 36 mm
▪ Length of connection tube : 55 mm
▪ Outer diameter of the connection tube: 8 mm

02615-0602615-06

Heating apparatus for glass jacket systemHeating apparatus for glass jacket system

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Hot plate. For a uniform and hence material protecting heating of cyl-
indrical bodies or devices made of metal, ceramic or glass.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ power requirement 500 W max.
▪ surface temperature 500°C
▪ mains supply: 230 V, 50...60 Hz
▪ dimensions (mm): 160 x 95 x 90 mm
▪ Items suitable for heating: minimum length: 130mm, diameter:

36...100 mm

AccessoriesAccessories

Recommended accessorie to regulate the temperature:

▪ power controller (32288-93)

32246-9332246-93

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Gas laws with the glass jacket systemGas laws with the glass jacket system

The glass jacket system offers a simple and reliable possibility to temper an air volume, which is enclosed in a gas syringe, inside a water- or
oil bath. Volume, pressure and temperature can be changed and the relations between these dimensions can be worked out.

Gay-Lussac's law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Gay-Lussac's law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The state of a gas is determined by temperature, pressure and amount of substance. For the limiting case of ideal gases, these state variables
are linked via the ideal gas law. For a change of state under isobaric conditions this equation converts Gay-Lussac's first law.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3011111P3011111

1. Experimentally investigate the validity of Gay-Lussac's law for a constant amount of gas (air).
2. Calculate the universal gas constant and the thermal coefficient of expansion from the relationship obtained.

▪ Pressure
▪ Temperature
▪ Volume
▪ Coefficient of thermal expansion
▪ Ideal gas law
▪ Universal gas constant
▪ Gay-Lussac's law

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.2 Gas laws
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Charles's (Amontons') law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Charles's (Amontons') law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The state of a gas is determined by temperature, pressure and amount of substance. For the limiting case of ideal gases, these state variables
are linked via the ideal gas law. For a change of state under isochoric conditions this equation becomes Amontons' law.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3011211P3011211

1. Experimentally investigate whether Amontons' law is valid for a constant amount of gas (air)
2. From the resulting relationship calculate the universal gas constant and thermal coefficient of tension.

▪ Pressure
▪ Temperature
▪ Volume
▪ Thermal tension coefficient
▪ Ideal gas law
▪ Universal gas constant
▪ Charles's (Amontons') law

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Boyle-Mariotte law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Boyle-Mariotte law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The state of a gas is determined by temperature, pressure and amount of substance. For the limiting case of ideal gases, these state variables
are linked via the ideal gas law. In the case of isothermal process control this equation converts Boyle and Mariotte'slaw.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3011311P3011311

1. Experimentally investigate the validity of Boyle and Mariotte's law for a constant amount of gas (air).
2. From the resulting relationship calculate the universal gas constant.

▪ Pressure
▪ Temperature
▪ Volume
▪ Cubic compressibility coefficient
▪ Ideal gas law
▪ Universal gas constant
▪ Boyle and Mariotte's law

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Gay-Lussac's lawGay-Lussac's law

PrinciplePrinciple

Gay-Lussac's law describes the relationship between the volume
and temperature of a fixed quantity of gas at constant pressure.
The glass syringe enclosed in the glass jacket is used to capture
about 50 ml of gas and fitted with a rubber stopper. Then the
heating bath fluid in the glass jacket is gradually warmed up with
the heating apparatus and the temperature and volume of the ex-
panding gas are recorded at short intervals.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1222900P1222900

Determination of molar masses with the vapourDetermination of molar masses with the vapour
density methoddensity method

PrinciplePrinciple

The molar mass of a liquid is determined by injecting a small
amount of it into a heated gas syringe. The liquid evaporates
and the gas generated drives the plunger out of the syringe. The
volume of the gas is then recorded at constant temperature and
constant pressure according to the scale on the glass syringe. From
the measured values of the pressure, temperature, volume and
mass of the fluid evaporated, the molar mass is obtained using the
following equation:

M = (m ·R · T) / (p · V)

The advantage of the set-up shown is that it enables a large num-
ber of measurements to be made in a short period of time.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223301P1223301

The Boyle-Mariotte lawThe Boyle-Mariotte law

PrinciplePrinciple

Boyle's law describes the relationship between the pressure and
the volume of a fixed quantity of gas at constant temperature. A
glass syringe enclosed in a glass jacket is used to capture about
50 ml of gas. A pressure meter is connected to the tip of the gas
syringe in order to measure the pressure inside. The plunger of
the gas syringe is pushed in or retracted from the syringe, and the
volume and pressure of the gas are recorded in each case.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223100P1223100

Determination of molar masses with the vapourDetermination of molar masses with the vapour
density methoddensity method

PrinciplePrinciple

The determination of molar masses via the evaporation of small
quantities of liquid in a gas syringe can also be performed very
conveniently on the comprehensive chemistry/ biotechnology ex-
periments panel. To display the temperature measured during the
demonstration, a portable digital meter is connected to the Co-
bra3 display unit.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1308800P1308800

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Gas lawsGas laws

PrinciplePrinciple

The experiments for deriving the three gas laws with the glass
jacket system can also be performed very conveniently on the com-
prehensive chemistry/biotechnology experiments panel.
To display the temperature and pressure measured during the
demonstration, two portable digital meters are connected to the
Cobra3 display unit.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310300P1310300

Charles's (Amontons') law - variant BCharles's (Amontons') law - variant B

P1364300P1364300

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications
With this set, experiments on the following topics can be carried out:

▪ Gas law of Boyle-Mariotte
▪ Gas law of Gay-Lussac
▪ Gas law of Amonton (Charles)
▪ Determination of molar masses according to the vapor density

method

BenefitsBenefits
This set allows to execute the measurements in a didactical clear and
easy understandable way:

▪ clear set-up
▪ easy to understand
▪ completely mercury-free
▪ quickly to execute
▪ short preparation time

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data
It will be delivered complete with tripod material and all necessary
small hardware items:

▪ Glass jacket
▪ Gas syringe
▪ Heater
▪ Tripod material
▪ Small hardware items
▪ CD with literature

Not included are measuring instruments as thermometers or mano-
meters.

AccessoriesAccessories
Data acquisition set with Cobra3 Basic unit for recording the meas-
ured data by means of a PC.

Set gas laws with glass jacket, 230 VSet gas laws with glass jacket, 230 V
43003-8843003-88

Cobra3 Data acquisition set for set gas lawsCobra3 Data acquisition set for set gas laws
43003-3043003-30

Software Cobra3 - gas lawsSoftware Cobra3 - gas laws
14516-6114516-61

Set Gas laws with glass jacket system and Cobra4Set Gas laws with glass jacket system and Cobra4

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Complete device compilation for a comfortable way to derive the ideal
gas laws experimentally with help of the Cobra4 Senor-Unit Thermo-
dynamics and the glass jacket system.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The set consists of:

▪ 1 Cobra4 Wireless Manager.
▪ 1 Cobra4 Wireless-Link.
▪ 1 Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Thermodynamics, pressure absolute 2 bar

and 2 x temperature.
▪ 1 Software measure Cobra4, single user and school licence.
▪ 1 Glass jacket.
▪ 1 Gas syringe 100 ml.
▪ 1 Heater for Glass jacket.
▪ 1 Immersion probe NiCr-Ni, -50...1000°C.
▪ All necessary support materials and all the other small hardware

items to be able to carry out the measurements for the gas laws.

43020-0043020-00

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Gas reactions with the glas jacket systemGas reactions with the glas jacket system

The "glass jacket system" offers a simple and reliable possibility to bring gases to a reaction with each other and to determine the volumes

of the source material as well as the volumes of the products. The reactions can be implemented at different temperatures and hence they

allow the experimental derivation of essencial contexts about the stoichiometry of the reactions. Thus the scholars can be given an imagin-

ation about the particle character of the material in a descriptive way.

Law of integer ratio of volumesLaw of integer ratio of volumes

PrinciplePrinciple

According to Gay-Lussac's law of chemical volumes, gases react in volume ratios which are whole numbers. These values can be volumetrically

determined.

TasksTasks

Determine the volume ratio for the conversion of hydrogen and oxygen to water experimentally by burning gas mixtures of different

compositions and measuring the resulting gas volume.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3031401P3031401

▪ Law of constant proportions

▪ Avogadro's law

▪ Gay-Lussac's law of chemical volumes

▪ General equation of state for ideal gases

▪ Gay-Lussac's first law

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Gay-Lussac's law of volumesGay-Lussac's law of volumes

PrinciplePrinciple

Gay-Lussac's law of volumes states that gases always react with
one another in certain fixed ratios of their volume.
This experiment mixes hydrogen and oxygen in the plunger eudio-
meter in different ratios where the mixtures react explosively. All
of these gas mixtures can be ignited within a very short period of
time, demonstrating that hydrogen and oxygen always react with
one another in a volumetric ratio of 2 to 1.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223551P1223551

Avogadro's lawAvogadro's law

PrinciplePrinciple

In 1811, based on the similar behaviour of (ideal) gases when sub-
jected to temperature and pressure increases (see gas laws) and
on Gay-Lussac's law of volumes, Avogadro formulated the hypo-
thesis that under the same pressure and temperature conditions,
identical volumes must contain the same number of gas particles
(molecules, atoms). If that conjecture by Avogadro is correct, then
a quantity of gas composed of six parts by volume of CO and three
parts by volume of O2 will react to form six parts by volume of CO2

if the pressure and temperature before the reaction are the same
as the pressure and temperature after the reaction. When heated
up to a little over 100°C, a gas mixture composed of six parts by
volume of H2 and three parts by volume of O2 must also form six
parts by volume of water vapour, and a mixture composed of five
parts by volume of H2 and five parts by volume of Cl2 must form
ten parts by volume of hydrogen chloride gas. The correctness of
this hypothesis is examined experimentally based on the reactions
mentioned.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223651P1223651

The empirical formula of methane, ethane andThe empirical formula of methane, ethane and

propanepropane

PrinciplePrinciple

A quiescent eudiometer is inserted into the glass jacket and the
glass jacket is filled with cold water. Gas mixtures composed of hy-
drocarbons and oxygen are injected into the eudiometer and burn
there continuously at the constant sparking of the ignition spark
gap. The water formed by the reaction condenses on the cool walls
of the eudiometer. For this reason, the volume between the mov-
ing plunger and the fixed plunger with the ignition system after
combustion is smaller than the volume of the gas mixture origin-
ally injected. In a second part of the experiment, the eudiometer
in the glass jacket is heated up to over 100°C. The water formed
during combustion can no longer condense on the hot eudiomet-
er walls. In most cases, even after conversion to standard condi-
tions, the volume recorded then is greater than the volume of the
gas that was injected. The easiest way to convert the volumes to
standard conditions is with a nomogram. The measurement data
obtained in this way can be used to derive the empirical formulas
of gaseous hydrocarbons experimentally.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223751P1223751

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
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Calorimetry with the glass jacket systemCalorimetry with the glass jacket system

The glass jacket system offers a simple and reliable possibility to measure caloric values, combustion heat, heat of formation and reaction

enthalpies of solid, liquid and gaseous materials. Therefore a special calorimeter insert is placed inside the glass jacket, which turns the glass

jacket into a calorimeter. The experimental determination of the energy which is released during a chemical reaction makes it possible to

realize that this energy release is a driving force in chemical processes. A quantitive determination of the reaction enthalpies can contribute

to the understanding of reaction processes very much.

Determination of the heat of formation of waterDetermination of the heat of formation of water

PrinciplePrinciple

Standard molar enthalpies of formation ΔBHΦ are important compiled thermodynamics tabulation quantities for calculating standard en-

thalpies of reaction for any arbitrary reaction. They are defined as the heat of reaction occurring in the direct formation of one mole of the

pertinent pure substance from the stable pure elements at constant pressure. For spontaneous and quantitative formation reactions, e.g.

the conversion of hydrogen and oxygen to water, standard enthalpies of formation can be measured directly using calorimetry.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3021501P3021501

1. Determine the enthalpy of formation of water by burning 100 ml H2 in a closed glass jacket calorimeter.

▪ First law of thermodynamics

▪ Thermochemistry

▪ Calorimetry

▪ Enthalpy of formation

▪ Enthalpy of reaction

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.4 Calorimetry
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Determination of the heat of formation for CO2 and CO (Hess's law)Determination of the heat of formation for CO2 and CO (Hess's law)

PrinciplePrinciple

The standard molar enthalpies of formation ΔBHΦ are important compiled thermodynamic tabulation quantities for calculating standard

enthalpies of reaction for any arbitrary reaction. They are defined as the heat of reaction occurring in the direct formation of one mole of

the pertinet pure substance from the stable pure elements at constant pressure. For spontaneous and quantitative formation reactions, e.g.

the conversion of carbon and oxygen to CO2, standard enthalpies of formation can be measured directly using calorimetry. Alternativly, the

can be calculated from known entahlpies of reaction using Hess's law.

TasksTasks

Determine the enthalpies of reaction for the combustion of

Use the experimentally determined enthalpies and Hess's law to calculate the enthalpies of formation of CO and CO2.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3021601P3021601

1. carbon and

2. carbon monoxide calometrically.

▪ First law of thermodynamics

▪ Thermochemistry

▪ Calorimetry

▪ Enthalpy of formation

▪ Enthalpy of reaction

▪ Hess's law

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.4 Calorimetry
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Determination of the heating value of fuel oil and of the calorific value of olive oilDetermination of the heating value of fuel oil and of the calorific value of olive oil

PrinciplePrinciple

The heat of reaction generated during the complete combustion of 1000g of solid or liquid fuel is known as the calorific value H. In the case

of complete combustion of nutritional fats, the gross calorific value can also be determined. In order to ensure complete combustion, the

reaction takes place under oxygen. The heat generated during the combustion of a specific amount of fuel is absorbed by a glass jacket calor-

imeter of known heat capacity. The calorific value of the test substance can be calculated from the temperature increase in the calorimeter.

TasksTasks

Determine the calorific value of heating oil and the gross calorific value of olive oil.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3021701P3021701

▪ Heat of reaction

▪ Heat of combustion

▪ Enthalpy of combustion

▪ First law of thermodynamics

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.4 Calorimetry
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Determination of the heating values of solid andDetermination of the heating values of solid and

gaseous fuels in a horizontal calorimetergaseous fuels in a horizontal calorimeter

PrinciplePrinciple

In order to determine the heating capacities of commercially avail-
able solid fuels (coal, coke, lignite, peat, wood etc), pieces weigh-
ing 0.5 to 1 g are used. Wood and peat have to be air-dried, and
coal and lignite have to be stored under dry conditions. In or-
der to determine the calorific values of solid foodstuffs (bread,
meat, cooked egg white, etc), samples of the respective "dry mat-
ter" weighing 0.5 to 1 g are used. To determine the heating values
of gases (natural gas, ethane, propane, butane, etc), it takes 500
ml of that gas, which is stored in a gasometer. The substances to
be analysed are burned in stream of oxygen with some excess oxy-
gen in order to ensure complete combustion.
Solid materials are placed in the combustion chamber of the calor-
imeter insert on a thermally insulated base and ignited by means
of an ignition source (combustion lance with butane cartridge).
The oxygen is supplied via a combustion lance.
To burn the gases, the combustion lance is inserted deep into the
combustion chamber of the calorimeter insert. The heating values
and calorific values can be calculated from the amount of the sub-
stance burned and the amount of heat, which is released in the
reaction and measured with the calorimeter.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1224051P1224051

Determination of the calorific value of food stuffsDetermination of the calorific value of food stuffs

P1224100P1224100

Determination of enthalpies of combustionDetermination of enthalpies of combustion

PrinciplePrinciple

To determine the enthalpy of combustion of high-boiling-point,
low-flammability liquids such as olive oil, they are burned in a
pure oxygen atmosphere. The substances to be burned are placed
in a small glass container, which is placed into the vertically ar-
ranged combustion lance, through which the oxygen is fed into the
apparatus. The combustion lance is inserted into the hole of a rub-
ber stopper, which is then positioned in such a way that the calor-
imeter vessel is tightly sealed at the bottom. This forces the hot
combustion gases to flow through the calorimeter insert, thereby
transferring their thermal energy to the calorimeter before they
leave the apparatus through the opening at the top.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1309000P1309000

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.4 Calorimetry
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Determination of the heating values of liquids in aDetermination of the heating values of liquids in a

vertical calorimetervertical calorimeter

PrinciplePrinciple

In general, the combustion of liquids in calorimeters is particularly
problematic, because the conditions required for perfect, complete
and safe combustion processes are different for practically every
liquid. The vertical calorimeter setup used here avoids these diffi-
culties in a simple manner. For burning liquids, a small, easy-to-
handle spirit burner with an adjustable wick is used, which makes
it possible to burn a variety of liquids (such as alcohols, heating
oils, diesel fuel, paraffin, etc). Only highly viscous fluids cannot be
burned in this way.
The gases formed during combustion are drawn into the calorimet-
er insert by means of a water jet pump. In this way, nearly all of
the heat energy released during the experiment is delivered to the
calorimeter, thereby making it possible to determine the heating

capacity of the fluid burned.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1224251P1224251

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.4 Calorimetry
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Gas chromatographyGas chromatography

The glass jacket system offers the possibility to construct a gas-phase chromatograph, which combines clearness with a good separating ca-
pacity in the lower temperature range up to 100°C in one device. So with this it is very simple to demonstrate this modern analysis method
in class.

Fractional distillation with the bubble tray column (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Fractional distillation with the bubble tray column (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

In countercurrent distillation (rectification) using a column, the rising vapour can enter into interactions with the condensate. In this man-
ner, a fractional distillation, i.e. a distillation in several steps for the separation of substances with similar boiling points, can be performed
in a single apparatus. If bubble tray columns are used condensate can be removed from the individual bubble trays.

TasksTasks

Investigate the mode of operation of a fractionating tower on a two-stage bubble tray column. Distil a mixture of three n-alcanes first
with total reflux and then without any reflux. Subsequently, examine and compare the initial mixture, the sump product, the head
products and the condensates of both trays gas chromatographically.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Bubble tray column, Rectification, Continuous and discontinuous distillation, Vapour pressure, Vaporisation, Condensation, Raoult's law, Gas
chromatography

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3031640P3031640

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.5 Gas chromatography
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Chromatographic separation processes: gas chromatography (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Chromatographic separation processes: gas chromatography (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

Chromatographic procedures allow a separation of substance mixtures with the aid of a stationary separation phase and a mobile phase. In
gas chromatography the mobile phase is a gas. The mobile phase, to which the mixture to be separated is added, transports the substance
mixture through the separation column at a constant flow rate. Interactions occur between the mobile phase and the stationary phase.
The establishment of equilibria between the stationary phase and the different substances (distribution equilibria, adsorption-desorption
equilibria) results in different migration rates of the individual components. At the end of the column there is a detector in the form of a
thermal conductivity cell, which can detect the different substances on the basis of their differing thermal conductivities. The detector signal
is recorded as a funtion of time. The different thermal conductivities of the carrier gas and the substance cause temperature alterations in
the electrically heated temperature sensor, which is located in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The resulting electrical signal is recorded by a
plotter as a function of time (chromatogram).

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3031740P3031740

1. Determine the retention times of different gases and perform a chromatographic material separation of a mixture of butane
gases.

2. Separate and identify the components of a two-component mixture consisting of ethanol and ethyl acetate chromatographically.

▪ Chromatography
▪ Chromatogram
▪ Multiplicative distribution
▪ Nernst's law of distribution (number of theoretical trays)
▪ Thermal conductivity detector

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.5 Gas chromatography
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Gas chromatographyGas chromatography

PrinciplePrinciple

This educationally vivid complete experimental set-up of a gas
chromatograph makes it possible to separate substances which are
highly volatile at up to 100°C. A butane mixture is a suitable choice
here, for example.
System components include such elements as the carrier gas sup-
ply, flow measurement, separation column with stationary phase,
temperature control system, thermal conductivity detector and re-
corder. All of the components of this open system are easily recog-
nised, enabling a clear explanation of the operating principle. To
display the signal measured, the Cobra3 Chem unit is used with
this set-up.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1311000P1311000

Control unit gas chromatographControl unit gas chromatograph

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

For voltage supply and for equalisation of the measure probe for gas-
chromatograph.

Eqipment and technical dataEqipment and technical data

▪ Zero balance: Push button for rough balance, potentiometer for
fine balance

▪ Input: BNC sockets for probe
▪ Output: 4-mm sockets for displaydevice (e.g. interface)
▪ Dimensions (mm): 225 × 113 × 125
▪ Voltage supply: 110...230 V AC

Control unit gas chromatographControl unit gas chromatograph

36670-9936670-99

Mesure probe for gas chromatograph, BNC contactMesure probe for gas chromatograph, BNC contact

36670-1036670-10

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.5 Gas chromatography
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Steam distillationSteam distillation

Steam distillation is a special distillation technique that is used for the isolation and cleaning of materials, which barely or not at all solu-
bilize in water, but are volatile in connection with steam. This allows a gentle distillation of high boiling materials already at lows temper-
atures. This method was used in the past and is partly still used today for the production of medicine and odorous substances out of plants.
The so gained materials (essential oils, alkaloids etc.) are usually easy to separate in a separatory funnel after the distillation.

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.6 Steam distillation
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Steam distillationSteam distillation

PrinciplePrinciple

An elegant and simple apparatus for carrying out water vapour dis-
tillations: the advantage of this arrangement is that it eliminates
the need for a separate vapour generator, making it possible to
operate with a single heat source (other set-ups require two). The
vapour is generated in the outer chamber and then passes through
the inner chamber. Due to the structural arrangement, the inner
chamber is heated directly by the vapour generated in the outer
chamber. This also eliminates the possibility of overheating the
substances being extracted.
Parts of plants suitable for the extraction of essential oils include
orange peel and cloves, for example.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1224551P1224551

Steam distillationSteam distillation

PrinciplePrinciple

The experiment on steam distillation with the glass jacket system
can also be set up conveniently as a complete experiment on the
comprehensive experiment panel.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1311500P1311500

3.1 Glass jacket system3.1 Glass jacket system
3.1.6 Steam distillation
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Complete experiments Chemistry /Complete experiments Chemistry /

BiotechnologyBiotechnology
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Complete Experiments Chemistry/ Biotechnology - pull out, connect, ready! -Complete Experiments Chemistry/ Biotechnology - pull out, connect, ready! -

The system "Complete Experiments Chemistry/ Biotechnology" allows the construction and implementation of experiments in the areas of

chemistry and biotechnology with a minimum of preparation time and a maximum of comfort. The experiments can be prepared very simply

on a panel in a way that makes them ready for use immediatly. So several experiments can be prepared completely.

The overall system offers you the following advantages:

The experiments can be stored constructed and are available with one simple move. Very good visibility of the experiment in front of the dark

background of the panel. Quick mounting and dismountingof the devices for cleaning or remodelling through tool holders. Clear relation of

functions. All compontents on one level. Demonstrative display of temperatures etc. easy to use at need.

The systemThe system

The following section illustrates the basic collection of devices as well as exemplarily several complete experiments in the area of chemistry.

You will find a complete overview of all available materials in the chapter Basic Devices at Stand Material. Additional experiments are located

in the chapter Biology at Biotechnology.

3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology
3.2.1 Experiments
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Steam distillationSteam distillation

PrinciplePrinciple

The experiment on steam distillation with the glass jacket system
can also be set up conveniently as a complete experiment on the
comprehensive experiment panel.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1311500P1311500

Model experiment on the fractional distillation ofModel experiment on the fractional distillation of

petroleumpetroleum

PrinciplePrinciple

When the model experiment on the distillation of petroleum is
conducted using the comprehensive chemistry/biotechnology ex-
periments system, the glass equipment clearly stands out against
the dark background of the large-format base plate. The strong
contrast between this subdued background and glass equipment

makes it easy for observers to recognise and understand the ex-
periment set-up.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1308600P1308600

Model experiment on the desulphurisation of flueModel experiment on the desulphurisation of flue

gasgas

PrinciplePrinciple

German coal contains an average of one tonne of sulphur per
100 tonnes of coal. During combustion, this generates in about
two tonnes of sulphur dioxide. Thus, a large 700-megawatt power
plant which burns about 200 tonnes of coal per hour produces
about 100 tonnes of sulphur dioxide per day. These days of course,
such a large quantity of a pollutant can no longer be simply re-
leased into the air, therefore these flue gases have to be desul-
phurised. This model experiment provides a simple demonstration
of the chemical processes of flue gas desulphurisation as it is car-
ried out in power plants today. The clear, compact setup and the
simplifications undertaken relative to industrial scale desulphur-
isation make it easy to understand the process.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310000P1310000

Molten-salt electrolysisMolten-salt electrolysis

PrinciplePrinciple

The electrolysis of molten sodium chloride to obtain chlorine and
sodium, which can be further processed to produce sodium hy-
droxide, is an important industrial-scale process. The experiment
depicted here can be used for a simple demonstration of the im-
portant steps in this process. Due to the high melting point of so-

3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology
3.2.1 Experiments
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dium chloride, however, lower-melting lead chloride is used as the
raw material in the model experiment.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310500P1310500

Bacteria and mining - microbial extraction of oreBacteria and mining - microbial extraction of ore

by Thiobacillus ferrooxidians and thiooxidansby Thiobacillus ferrooxidians and thiooxidans

PrinciplePrinciple

Scientists first recognised importance of certain bacteria for the
extraction of metals from ore in the 1950s. Nowadays the micro-
bial ore leaching with so-called 'lean ores' represents more than
10% of the total production of copper in the USA alone. The biore-
actor shown here can be used to clearly demonstrate to the stu-
dents this method of extraction (e.g. copper from copper ore) us-
ing such bacteria (Thiobacillus ferrooxidans).

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1313900P1313900

Gas lawsGas laws

PrinciplePrinciple

The experiments for deriving the three gas laws with the glass
jacket system can also be performed very conveniently on the com-
prehensive chemistry/biotechnology experiments panel.
To display the temperature and pressure measured during the
demonstration, two portable digital meters are connected to the
Cobra3 display unit.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310300P1310300

Faraday's lawsFaraday's laws

PrinciplePrinciple

Passing an electric current through a solution can cause chemical
reactions. Here the current is the driving force of the redox reac-
tions that occur.
If ions are added to water to make it conductive and that water
is then electrolysed, hydrogen collects at the cathode and oxygen
collects at the anode. If these two gases are collected separately,
such as with a Hofmann voltameter, the reaction can be followed
quantitatively, making it possible to derive two laws ascribed to
Faraday.
Faraday's first law states that the mass of a material separated
by electrolysis is proportional to the quantity of electricity which
flowed through the solution.
The second law states that the electrochemical equivalents are
proportional to their equivalent masses (molar mass divided by
valency).
The experimental setup depicted here can be used to clearly derive
the two laws experimentally.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1309500P1309500

3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology
3.2.1 Experiments
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Microbial synthesis of ethanol by ZymomonasMicrobial synthesis of ethanol by Zymomonas

mobilis subsp. mobilismobilis subsp. mobilis

PrinciplePrinciple

The properties of the micro-organism Zymomonas mobilis have
been used in the production of alcohol for centuries. Nevertheless,
the bacterium in palm wine and pulque, the fermented juice of
the agave plant, was not identified and recognised as being re-
sponsible for their alcoholic fermentation until the twentieth cen-
tury. Zymomonas was found to synthesize ethanol much more ef-
fectively than yeast does. In this experiment, Zymomonas mobilis
is grown in a bioreactor. The medium is blended by means of a
magnetic stirrer and its temperature is controlled by means of a
heating coil and a water bath with thermostats. The discharge of
used medium and the supply of fresh medium can be dispensed
with. This is a so-called 'static culture' (batch culture). The cell
density can first be determined photometrically in the samples
taken and the cell count can be determined in the counting cham-
ber, and those data can be used to generate a growth curve.
Chemical and enzymatic tests show the consumption of glucose
and the production of ethanol. The experiment is easy to perform.
It does not take long to prepare. The evaluation of the test results
is very conclusive and clearly illustrates the methods of biotechno-
logy.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1313700P1313700

PEM fuel cellPEM fuel cell

PrinciplePrinciple

PEM (proton exchange membrane) technology refers to the type of
fuel cell favoured by car makers and companies that build com-
bined heat and power plants. The demonstration set-up depicted
here produces hydrogen using the classic method by reacting hy-
drochloric acid with zinc in a gas generator and passing it through
distilled water for purification. In the PEM fuel cell, it is then re-
acted with oxygen (from the air) to produce water and electrical
energy directly. That electrical energy produced from the fuel cell
is used to drive a small motor. The advantage of the set-up shown
here is that neither an external power supply (electrolysis) nor a
compressed gas cylinder is required in order to generate the hy-
drogen. It is possible to produce just as much hydrogen as needed
at any time without a great deal of effort.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1312000P1312000

3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology
3.2.1 Experiments
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Chemical fountainChemical fountain

PrinciplePrinciple

Some gases such as hydrogen chloride dissolve readily in water.
For example, 1 litre of water at 20°C can dissolve approximately
443 litres of hydrogen chloride. For example, vacuum builds up
quickly in a closed flask when the gas comes in contact with water,
because the gas dissolves in the water and additional water is
drawn into the flask. This is the basis of how the chemical foun-
tain works - an exciting way to demonstrate the solubility of gases
in water.
In the variant depicted here, the hydrogen chloride is generated,
fills the flask of the fountain and causes the fountain to fizz - all
in a single apparatus.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310100P1310100

Determination of the molar masses of metalsDetermination of the molar masses of metals

PrinciplePrinciple

A piece of metal is weighed and placed in the insert of the reaction
cylinder, whereafter an acid is added to the cylinder through the
three-way valve until it is about half full. The metal is made to re-
act with the acid by lowering the insert. The gas syringe connected
to the reaction cylinder is used to collect the hydrogen which is
generated. The mass of the metal and the volume of the hydrogen
generated are used to calculate the desired molar mass. The reac-
tion can also be used to determine the valency of the metal.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1309400P1309400

Complete Experiments, Device setsComplete Experiments, Device sets

Complete experiments ,basic setComplete experiments ,basic set

45560-0045560-00

Complete experiments, comfort setComplete experiments, comfort set

45561-0045561-00

Complete experiments, holder setComplete experiments, holder set

45562-0045562-00

Complete Experiments Chemistry/BiotechnologyComplete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology

01855-0201855-02

3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology3.2 Complete experiments Chemistry / Biotechnology
3.2.1 Experiments
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3.3.13.3.1 Electrochemistry measuring setElectrochemistry measuring set 394394

3.3.23.3.2 Ion migrationIon migration 396396

3.3.33.3.3 ConductivityConductivity 398398

3.3.43.3.4 ElectrolysisElectrolysis 404404

3.3.53.3.5 Galvanic cells, storage batteries, fuel cellsGalvanic cells, storage batteries, fuel cells 409409

3.3.63.3.6 Electrochemical potentials - electrochemical series - pH valuesElectrochemical potentials - electrochemical series - pH values 411411

ElectrochemistryElectrochemistry

3 Chemistry3 Chemistry
3.3 Electrochemistry
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Scholar working environment system for ElectrochemistryScholar working environment system for Electrochemistry

A very well-priced scholar group equipment for working out the electrochemical basics. Allows dealing with the subject matter in a practical
course of about 8 to 10 hours. All devices and materials are clearly arranged in a deep-drawn tray (external diemensions: 410 mm x 310
mm). Missing devices or consumable material are hence quick and easy to add.

Very cheap and thin metal sheets and foils from the chemical supply are being used; those are easy to cut with the included scissors.

If one uses the cover for the electrochemistry measuring station, several of the sets can be stored clearly arranged in a closet.

TESS Electrochemical measurement setTESS Electrochemical measurement set

Function and applicationsFunction and applications

Material to equip school groups for deriving electrochemical fundamentals in an 8-10 hour practical session. All the equipment is contained on
a tray with clearly organised compartments.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The electrochemical measuring set for students contains the following:

All the equipment in the set is available individually as well, so that the collection can be customised the way you want at any time.

AccessoriesAccessories

Recommended accessories:

Required accessories:
Consumable material for making electrodes and salt bridges not included in the set. This material only needs to be obtained once and will
suffice even for a large number of students.

Power supply:
For experiments requiring a source of power, the following items are among those that could be used:

30505-8830505-88

▪ Storage tray 11935-00
▪ Digital multimeter 07134-00
▪ Connecting lead, 2-mm plug, 500 mm long (red 07356-01, blue 07356-04)
▪ Connecting lead, 2-mm plug, 250 mm long (red 07355-01, blue 07355-04)
▪ Adapter plug, 4 mm-2 mm (2x) 11620-27
▪ Crocodile clip, insulated, 2-mm socket (3x) 07275-00
▪ Measuring cell block 37682-00
▪ Measuring cell covers, set of eight 37683-00
▪ Platinum electrode, short 45207-00
▪ Glass beaker, 50 ml, tall (6x) 36001-00
▪ Drip canister, 50 ml, plastic 33920-00
▪ Wide-necked bottle, 50 ml, plastic 33912-00
▪ Pipette with rubber cap 64701-00
▪ Motor, 2 V, with disc and marking point 11031-00
▪ Scissors, round/end, straight, l = 110 mm 64616-00
▪ Electrochemical measuring set handbook 01194-01

▪ Cover for electrochemical measuring set 11935-10

▪ Zinc plate, 250 x 250 x 0.5 mm 30245-20
▪ Roll of copper sheet, 100 mm wide, 0.1 mm thick, 100 g 30117-10
▪ Silver plate, 150 x 150 x 0.1 mm 31839-04
▪ Roll of lead sheet, 0.4 mm thick, 250 g 31116-25
▪ Strips of aluminium sheet, 1 x 20 x 200 mm, set of 5 31074-00
▪ Strips of sheet iron, 0.2 x 10 x 80 mm, set of 20 06532-00
▪ Graphite electrodes, set of 6, d = 5 mm, l = 150 mm 08152-00
▪ Emery cloth, 158 x 224 mm, set of 2 01606-00
▪ Filter paper, 580 x 580 mm, set of 10 32976-03

▪ Flat battery, 4.5 V 07496-01
▪ Power supply such as the 0..12-V/2-A regulated power supply 13505-93

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.1 Electrochemistry measuring set
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Electrochemical measurement setElectrochemical measurement set

30506-8830506-88

Storage tray for electro-chemist.Storage tray for electro-chemist.

11935-0011935-00

Cover for electrochemistry setCover for electrochemistry set

11935-1011935-10

Block with 8 holes, d = 40 mmBlock with 8 holes, d = 40 mm

37682-0037682-00

Coverage f.cell-meas.bloc,8 piec.Coverage f.cell-meas.bloc,8 piec.

37683-0037683-00

Electrode platinum,shortElectrode platinum,short

45207-0045207-00

Handbook electrochem.measurem.setHandbook electrochem.measurem.set

01194-0201194-02

Power supply, universalPower supply, universal

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Versatile heavy duty power supply which can also be used as a con-
stant current supply in schools, laboratories or workshops.

Equipment and technical data:Equipment and technical data:

▪ Direct current source: Stabilised, regulated output direct voltage,
continuously adjustable from 0...18 V

▪ Adjustable current limit between 0...5 A
▪ LED display for constant current operationn
▪ Permantely short-circuit proof &protected against exterior

voltages
▪ Alternative voltage output:
▪ Multitap transformer 2...15V, outputs galvanically separated from

mains grid
▪ Full load capacity (5A), even if direct current is supplied simul-

taneously
▪ Short-circuit protection through overcurrent circuit breaker
▪ All output voltages available at 4 mm safety plug sockets.

Power supply, universalPower supply, universal

13500-9313500-93

Power supply 0...12 V DC / 6 V, 12 V AC, 230 VoltPower supply 0...12 V DC / 6 V, 12 V AC, 230 Volt

13505-9313505-93

Power supply 5 V DC/2.4 A with 4 mm plugsPower supply 5 V DC/2.4 A with 4 mm plugs

11076-9911076-99

Flat battery, 4.5 VFlat battery, 4.5 V

07496-0107496-01

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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Ion migrationIon migration

It is known from physics that current flow is to be equalized with the movement of charge carriers. In metals this movable charge carriers
are electrones. In liquids the carriers of the electric power are positively and negatively loaded ions. In a static field (in the appliance of DC
voltage) the ions move to the pole that carries the contrary charge. This mechanism of the current conduction in liquids is very descriptively
to demonstrate when one lets colored ions wander in an electric field.

Ion migration velocityIon migration velocity

PrinciplePrinciple

The movement of ions is responsible for current flow in solutions of electrolytes. The migration of coloured ions can be easily observed by the
migration of the colour front in an electric field.

TasksTasks

Demonstrate the migration of the permanganate anion in an electric field and measure the ionic velocity at five different concentra-
tions.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Charge transport in liquids, Ion mobility, Conductivity

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3060301P3060301

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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Test confirming the migration of ions by means ofTest confirming the migration of ions by means of

indicator paperindicator paper

PrinciplePrinciple

Strips of indicator paper soaked in potassium nitrate solution are

spanned between two copper electrodes inside a ribbed trough. A

drop of hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide is dripped onto the

middle of these strips. When a voltage is applied, it can be seen

how the ions migrate along the paper.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Software interTESS Chemistry, DVD

01060-0001060-00

TESS Chemie Handbuch Allgemeine und anorganische Chemie 2

01836-0101836-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Inorganic Chemistry 2

01836-0201836-02 English

P1032300P1032300

Flat chamber for ionic migrationFlat chamber for ionic migration

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

For demonstrating the migration of coloured ions in an electrolyte

and for the determination of the absolute mobility of ions.

Transparent plastic plate with engraved groove; upper face of the

plastic plate blackened, except the groove. At each end face of the

groove there is a nickel electrode with a 4-mm socket; the longitud-

inal sides of the groove have a scale with 5-mm divisions. The upper

face of the plastic plate has a water level for horizontal adjustment of

the flat chamber. The process of ionic migration can be especially well

observed in projections using an overhead projector.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Plate dimensions:

▪ Width: 90 mm

▪ Length: 145 mm

▪ Thickness: 15 mm.

Groove:

▪ Width: 10 mm

▪ Length: 60 mm

▪ Depth: 0.2 mm.

▪ Stem diameter: 10 mm.

Accessories includedAccessories included

▪ 6 transparent plastic covers for the groove

06605-0006605-00

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.2 Ion migration
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ConductivityConductivity

The experiments about ionic migration show that ions are carriers of electric current in liquids. However, the degree of the electrical con-
ductivity of solutions depends strongly on the number of charge carriers (number of ions) inside the liquid and their character. The quant-
itive determination of the conductivity of solutions offers important information about the composition of electrolytes, which is why today
modern chemical analytics are unimaginable without conductometric analyzations.

Enzyme kinetics: determination of the Michaelis-Menton constant (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Enzyme kinetics: determination of the Michaelis-Menton constant (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

In the enzymatic hydrolysis of urea in aqueous solution, carbon dioxide and ammonia result. Their ions increase the conductivity of the
solution. The velocity of the urea hydrolysis by the enzyme urease is measured via conductivity measurements at different substrate concen-
trations.

TasksTasks

Determine the Michaelis-Menton constant for the hydrolysis of urea by urease.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3050940P3050940

▪ Michaelis-Menton mechanism
▪ Reaction rate
▪ Enzyme kinetics
▪ Bodenstein principle
▪ Electrolytic conductivity

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.3 Conductivity
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Conductivity of strong and weak electrolytes (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Conductivity of strong and weak electrolytes (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

It is possible to differentiate between strong and weak electrolytes by measuring their electrical conductance. Strong electrolytes follow
Kohlrausch's law, whereas weak electrolytes are described by Ostwald's dilution law. The examination of the concentration dependence of
the conductivity allows the molar conductivities of infinitely diluted electrolytes to be determined, and facilitates the calculation of degree
of dissociation and the dissociation constants of weak electrolytes.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3060640P3060640

Conductivity of strong and weak electrolytes (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Conductivity of strong and weak electrolytes (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

P3060611P3060611

1. Determine the concentration dependence of the electrical conductivity of potassium chloride and acetic acid solutions.
2. Calculate the molar conductivity using data from the measurements taken and determine the molar conductivity at infinite dilu-

tion by extrapolation.
3. Determine the dissociation constant of acetic acid.

▪ Kohlrausch's law
▪ Equivalent conductivity
▪ Temperature-dependence of conductivity
▪ Ostwald's dilution law

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.3 Conductivity
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Conductivity titration (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Conductivity titration (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The electric conductivity of aqueous electrolyte solutions is determined by the type and number of charge carriers at constant temperature.
Characteristic changes in conductivity are connected with changes in the ionic composition of reacting systems. These can be used in t e
conductiometric titration as end point indicators.

TasksTasks
Using the Cobra3 system, measure the change in conductivity in the titrations of the following:

Other samples can alternatively be set in advance for conductiometric determination of their concentration contents.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3060740P3060740

▪ approximately 0.1 molar barium hydroxide solution with 0.1 molar sulphuric acid,
▪ approximately 0.1 molarhydrochloric acid with 0.1 molar sodium hydroxide solution and
▪ approximately 0.1 molar acetic acid with 0.1 molar sodium hydroxide solution

▪ Electrolyte
▪ Electrical conductance
▪ Specific conductance
▪ Ion mobility
▪ Ion conductivity
▪ Conductometry
▪ Volumetry

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.3 Conductivity
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Determination of the activity coefficient by a conductivity measurementDetermination of the activity coefficient by a conductivity measurement

PrinciplePrinciple

The equivalent conductivity of strong electrolytes depends on their concentration. The quotient of the equivalent conductivity at a certain
concentration and the equivalent conductivity at infinite dilution is called the conductivity coefficient, which is tthe result of interionic
action.

TasksTasks

Measure the specific conductivities of various potassium chloride and calcium chloride solutions and calculate the equivalent con-
ductivities. Determine the equivalent conductivities at infinite dilution using the Kohlrausch equation and calculate the conductivity
coefficients.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3060801P3060801

▪ Equivalent conductivity
▪ Ion mobility
▪ Conductivity
▪ Interionic action

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.3 Conductivity
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Temperature dependence of conductivityTemperature dependence of conductivity

PrinciplePrinciple

The electrical conductivity is not only dependent on the type and

concentration of the electrolytes, but also on other parameters of

state. For example, increasing temperature is mostly accompan-

ied by an increase in conductivity, which can be attributed to the

exponentially decreasing viscosity of the solution. A limiting value

is reached, however, after which the conductivity decreases when

the temperature increases further. The value of this limit is ap-

prox. 90°C for aqueous solutions. The dependence of temperature

is to be experimentally examined in this experiment.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS und Demo advanced Handbuch Cobra4Physik, Chemie, Biolo-

gie, Alltagsphänomene

01330-0101330-01 German

TESS and Demo advanced Manual Cobra4 Physics, Chemistry, Bi-

ology, Everyday Science

01330-0201330-02 English

P1510160P1510160

Conductivity-meter, digital, DemoConductivity-meter, digital, Demo

Functions and ApplicationsFunctions and Applications

The device serves for measuring of conductivity, concentration, spe-

cific resistance and temperature.

BenefitsBenefits

The device especially offers the following advantages:

▪ 20 mm high 4-digit LED-digits

▪ automatic unit display

▪ Temperature compensation manuel oder automatic with temper-

ature sensors

▪ free choice of the calibration solution for determination of the

cell constant

▪ automatic determination of the temperature coefficients

▪ automatic choice of the fitting measuring range

▪ clearly arranged plastic foil keyboard

▪ 20 storage spaces for measuring data, which remain availbale

after switching off

▪ RS232-port for representation and evaluation on the computer

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Conductivity

▪ 7 measuring ranges: 0,001 µS...200 mS

▪ Resolution: 0,001 µS...0,1 mS

▪ Probe link: 5-pole socket

Concentration

▪ 8 measuring ranges: 1 µg/l...1 kg/l

▪ Resolution: 1 µg/l...1 g/l

Specific Resistance

▪ 8 measuring ranges: 1 mOhm·cm...1 MOhm·cm

▪ Resolution: 1 mOhm·cm...1 KOhm·cm

Temperature

▪ Measuring range: -30...+100 °C

▪ Resolution: 0,1 °C

▪ Probe type: Pt 1000

Digital conductivity meterDigital conductivity meter

13701-9313701-93

Software Conductivity Meter DemoSoftware Conductivity Meter Demo

14400-6114400-61

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.3 Conductivity
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Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity+, Conductivity /Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity+, Conductivity /
Temperature (Pt1000)Temperature (Pt1000)

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity /Temperature (Pt1000) is a meas-
uring recorder for conductance measuring sensors with a cell constant
of K = 1.00/cm and which is controlled by a micro-controller.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ The Cobra4 sensor may be connected directly to the Cobra4
Wireless-Link, the Cobra4 Mobile-Link or the Cobra4 USB-Link us-
ing a secure and reliable plug-in/ lockable connection.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Conductivity:

▪ Measuring range 1: 0.0 .. approx. 2,500.0 µS/cm
▪ Measuring accuracy: 4% of the measuring value ±0.15 µS/cm
▪ Measuring range 2: 0 .. approx. 45,000 µS/cm
▪ Measuring accuracy: 4% of the measuring value ±3 µS/cm
▪ Measuring range 3: 0.00 .. approx. 1,100 mS/cm
▪ Measuring accuracy: 4% of the measuring value ±0.05 mS/cm

Temperature:

▪ Measuring accuracy: -20.0°C...150.0°C
▪ Resolution: 0.1 K
▪ Measuring accuracy: ±0.5K (in the range 0..100°C)
▪ Measuring cycle: 0.8...2s (adjusted automatically)
▪ Dimensions: approx. 62 mm x 63 mm

Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity+, Conductivity/ TemperatureCobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity+, Conductivity/ Temperature
(Pt1000)(Pt1000)
12632-0012632-00

Conductivity temperature probe Pt1000Conductivity temperature probe Pt1000
13701-0113701-01

Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity, with stainless steelCobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity, with stainless steel
electrodeselectrodes

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Conductivity/Temperature with stainless steel
electrodes can be connected directly to the Cobra4 Wireless-Link, the
Cobra4 Mobile-Link or the Cobra4 USB-Link using a secure and reliable
plug-in / lockable connection.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ Particularly good application for school and outdoor experiment-
ation, as the measuring gauge is already firmly connected.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Conductivity:

▪ Measuring range: 0.2 µS/cm...200 mS/cm
▪ Measuring accuracy: 6% of the measuringvalue ± 0,2µS/cm
▪ Resolution: 0.1 µS/cm, 1 µS/cm, 10µS/cm, 100 µS/cm

Temperature:

▪ Measuring range: 0 to 100°C
▪ Measuring accuracy: ± 0.8°C
▪ Resolution: 0.1°C
▪ Data flow rate: 1 Hz
▪ Connecting port: sub-D-15 pole
▪ Measuring electrode length, diameter,electrode spacing: 7 mm, 1

mm, 2 mm
▪ Cable length: 60 cm
▪ Weight: 85 g

12633-0012633-00

Conductivity meter, Cobra4 Mobile Link, hand-heldConductivity meter, Cobra4 Mobile Link, hand-held
12738-0012738-00

Conductivity temperature probe Pt1000Conductivity temperature probe Pt1000
13701-0113701-01

Temp. probe, imm. type, Pt1000, Cobra3Temp. probe, imm. type, Pt1000, Cobra3
12123-0012123-00

ADAPTER COND.4MM SOCKET/DIN PLUGADAPTER COND.4MM SOCKET/DIN PLUG
13701-0213701-02

Conductivity probe K1Conductivity probe K1
18151-0218151-02

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.3 Conductivity
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ElectrolysisElectrolysis

While metals (conductors of 1st class) don't change at electrical continuity, the current flow through liquified material or a solution of an
electrolyte (conductor of 2nd class) is usually connected to a chemical change of the material: The cations move to the cathode and the an-
ions to the anode, where they are respectively discharged. This procedure is called electrolytic disruption or electrolysis. Since the beginning
of the 19th century, with the VOLTA column, the premise to implement eloctrolysis on a small scale in chemical laboratories has been given.
In 1807 the English Humphry Davy managed to demonstrate metalic sodium through the electrolysis of a sodiumhydroxide melting for the
first time.

Transference numbersTransference numbers

PrinciplePrinciple

Cations and anions contribute to charge transport in electrolytic processes in accordance with their different mobilities in an electric field.
Hittorf transport numbers characterise the fraction of the total charge transported by a particular ion during electrolysis. They enable the
calculation of ionic conductivities, the values of which are important in electrochemical practice. Transport numbers are to be experimentally
determined from the characteristic concentration changes which take place at the cathode and the anode during electrolysis.

TasksTasks

Determine the Hittorf transport numbers for hydronium and nitrate ions from measurements resulting from the electrolysis of an 0.1
molar nitric acid solution.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3060401P3060401

▪ Electrolysis
▪ Faraday's laws of electrolysis
▪ Charge transport
▪ Ion mobility
▪ Hittorf numbers
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Electrode kinetics: The hydrogen overpotential of metals (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Electrode kinetics: The hydrogen overpotential of metals (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

If the oxidation and reduction steps of an electrode reaction are rapid (high exchange current densities) then the passage of charge across
the electrode-solution interface will barely displace the reaction equilibrium. Such an electrode is said to be non-polarisable in the sense
that its potential, for small currents, is stable and equal to the equilibrium electrode potential. If, on the other hand, reaction equilibrium
is established only slowly due to the kinetic inhibition of a step involved in the electrode reaction, then the electrode is said to be polar-
isable. To induce the reaction to proceed in a given direction the kinetic inhhibition of the reaction must be overcome by applying a high
overpotential. Electrode polarisation and the presence of overpotentials are important concepts in understanding electrode processes. They
underlie the fact that galvanic cells always deliver current at less than the equilibrium e.m.f. and that an applied potential greater than
the equilibrium e.m.f. is required in order to drive a reaction in an electrolytic cell. Futhermore, a number of important electochemical
devices (e.g. the lead-acid accumulator) and electroanalytical techniques (e.g. polarography) make use of the inhibition (high overpotential)
of certain electrode reactions.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3061811P3061811

1. Record the current-potential curve for the electrolysis of a 1M hydrochloric acid solution using graphite rod electrodes and de-
termine the decomposition voltage.

2. Discuss the physical processes determining the form of this curve.
3. By replacing the graphite rod cathode with a series of different metal rod electrodes, compare the overpotentials for hydrogen

evolution at these metals.

▪ Electrode kinetics
▪ Polarization
▪ Overpotential
▪ Irreversible processes
▪ The electrode-electrolyte interface
▪ Voltammetry and current-potential curves
▪ Relevance to electrolysis
▪ Fuel cells
▪ Corrosion
▪ Polarography

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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Determination of Faraday's constantDetermination of Faraday's constant

PrinciplePrinciple

Faraday's laws of electrolysis describe the correlation between the amounts of substances transformed in the reactions at the electrodes and
the charge applied (amount of electricity). Faraday's constant, which appears as a proportionality factor, can be determined experimentally
from the dependence.

TasksTasks

Determine Faraday's constant from the dependence of the volumes of hydrogen and oxygen envolved on the charge applied in the hydrolysis
of dilute sulphuric acid.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Electrolysis coulometry, Charge, Faraday's laws, Avogadro's number, General equation of state for ideal gases

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3062101P3062101

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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Electrogravimetric determination of copperElectrogravimetric determination of copper

PrinciplePrinciple

Electrogravimetry is an important analytical method for the quantiative determination or separation of species in solution. The technique
involves the quantiative electrolytic deposition of an element, usually a metal, on a suitable electrode in weighable form.

TasksTasks

Perform an accurate electrogravimetric determination of the amount of copper in a given sample solution.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3062201P3062201

▪ Quantiative analysis
▪ Gravimetry
▪ Electrolysis
▪ Overpotential
▪ Electrode polarisation

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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Double U-tube with frits and cock, GL25Double U-tube with frits and cock, GL25

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The double U-tube is particularly suited for carrying out electrolysis, in
which different electrolytes are used for the anode and cathode and
no connection between the two is wanted. If the central chamber is
used as a voltaic key, the apparatus can be used to make highly pre-
cise voltage measurements (potential measurements) for investigation
of electrochemical series or deriving Nernst's equation, since the dif-
fusion potentials arising at the glass filter plates between the anode
or cathode chambers are approximately equal but of opposite sign, so
that they cancel out.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Material: DURAN®
▪ Both side chambers are threaded and have GL 25/8 screw caps as

well as side nozzles (glass nipple of external diam. = 8 mm)
▪ At the bottom of each side chamber is a stop cock with a PTFE

spindle so that the electrolyte solutions can easily be mixed
▪ The centre chamber is threaded and has a GL 25 cap
▪ The three chambers are separated by G-4 glass filter plates

(“frits”)

44451-0044451-00

Electrolysis apparatus-HofmannElectrolysis apparatus-Hofmann

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Electrolysis apparatus-Hofmann.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Electrolysis apparatus-Hofmann
▪ 2 communicating glass tubes, l = 510 mm
▪ Measuring range: 50 ml
▪ Graduation: 0.2 ml

Electrolysis apparatus-HofmannElectrolysis apparatus-Hofmann

44518-0044518-00

Platin.electrode in prot.tube,8mmPlatin.electrode in prot.tube,8mm

45206-0045206-00

Pt electrodes, electrogravimetricPt electrodes, electrogravimetric

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Platinum electrodes made of a platinum/ iridium alloy (90/ 10); cath-
ode in the form of a net electrode and anode in the form of a spiral
electrode.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Net electrode:

▪ cylinder diameter: 35 mm
▪ net height: 50 mm
▪ total height: 150 mm

Spiral electrode:

▪ spiral diameter: 10 mm
▪ spiral height: 70 mm
▪ total height: 150 mm

45210-0045210-00

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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Hydrogen-TechnologyHydrogen-Technology

Fuel cells, electrolyzers and solar hydrogen technology are essential parts of a future, sustainable energy supply for environment and res-
source protection with retention of the present life standards. Pure water is separated into its elements hydrogen and oxygen electrolytically
with the help of regenerative energies for energy storage. In the reconversion of the gases in a fuel cell electricity, warmth and water deve-
lope. Through the consequent use of the membrane technology (PEM = Proton Exchange Membrane) in the demonstration systems, one can
disclaim the use of caustic liquids and only use distilled water.

• modern technology with protone transporting membrane (PEM = Proton Exchange Membrane)
• no caustic solutions; distilled water is sufficient for operating the electrolyzer
• safe experimentation
• the electrolyzer can be operated with solar power

Characteristic curve and efficiency of a PEM fuel cell and a PEM electrolyserCharacteristic curve and efficiency of a PEM fuel cell and a PEM electrolyser

PrinciplePrinciple

In a PEM electrolyser, the electrolyte consists of a proton-conducting membrane and water (PEM = Proton- Exchange-Membrane). When an
electric voltage is applied, hydrogen and oxygen are formed. The PEM fuel cell generates electrical energy from hydrogen and oxygen. The
electrical properties of the electrolyser and the fuel cell are investigated by recording a current-voltage characteristic line. To determine the
efficiency, the gases are stored in small gasometers in order to be able to measure the quantities of the gases generated or consumed.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments Physics
16502-3216502-32 English

P2411100P2411100

1. Recording the characteristic line of the PEM electrolyser.
2. Recording the characteristic line of the PEM fuel cell.
3. Determination of the efficiency of the PEM electrolysis unit.
4. Determination of the efficiency of the PEM fuel cell.

▪ Electrolysis
▪ Electrode polarisation
▪ Decomposition voltage
▪ Galvanic elements
▪ Faraday's law

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
3.3.5 Galvanic cells, storage batteries, fuel cells
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PEM fuel cellPEM fuel cell

PrinciplePrinciple

PEM (proton exchange membrane) technology refers to the type of
fuel cell favoured by car makers and companies that build com-
bined heat and power plants. The demonstration set-up depicted
here produces hydrogen using the classic method by reacting hy-
drochloric acid with zinc in a gas generator and passing it through
distilled water for purification. In the PEM fuel cell, it is then re-
acted with oxygen (from the air) to produce water and electrical
energy directly. That electrical energy produced from the fuel cell
is used to drive a small motor. The advantage of the set-up shown
here is that neither an external power supply (electrolysis) nor a
compressed gas cylinder is required in order to generate the hy-
drogen. It is possible to produce just as much hydrogen as needed
at any time without a great deal of effort.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1312000P1312000

PEM fuel cell kit, dismantablePEM fuel cell kit, dismantable

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Completely dismountable fuel PEM fuel cell kit especially for teaching
in schools.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Robust and dismountable.
▪ Operation with oxygen or air.
▪ With operating instruction.
▪ Electrode surface area: 16 cm2.
▪ Output: 0.6 W.
▪ No-load voltage: 0.9 .
▪ Dimensions: width: 80 mm, height: 80 mm, depth: 24 mm.

06746-0006746-00

PEM fuel cellPEM fuel cell

06747-0006747-00

PEM electrolyserPEM electrolyser

06748-0006748-00
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Electrochemical potentials, Electrochemical series, pH-valueElectrochemical potentials, Electrochemical series, pH-value

In electrochemical series all materials are arranged in such a way that the material that is located higher in the series would yield electrones
to a deeper located material in a redox system. So one can learn from the electrochemical series which material oxidizes respectively reduces
another. The potentials that are denoted in the electrochemical series were determined with the help of potential measurements of galvanic
elements, wherein the normal hydrogen electrode is used as a point of reference for the measurings. The potential of this electrode was
defined as zero after a suggestion by Walter Nernst. The dependence of the potential on the concentration of the concerned ion is used for
the determination of pH-values, which represent a special case within the measuring of electrochemical potentials

The Nernst equationThe Nernst equation

PrinciplePrinciple

The Nernst equation expresses how the electrical potential of an electrode in contact with a solution of ions depends upon the concentrations
(more accurately, activities) of those ions. The equation may be experimentally verified using an electrochemical cell formed from an inert
indictator electrode coupled with a convenient reference electrode. The potential of the indicator electrode, and hence the e.m.f. of the cell,
is monitored as the ionic composition of the electrolyte solution is changed.

TasksTasks

Using an Ag(S) I AgCl(S) l Cl- reference electrode, measure the potential of a platinum electrode in contant with solutions containing
known concentration of the iron(II) and iron(lII) complex ions [Fe(CN)6]4 - and [Fe(CN)6]3-.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3060901P3060901

▪ Electrode potentials and their concentration dependence
▪ Redox electrodes
▪ Electrochemical cells

3.3 Electrochemistry3.3 Electrochemistry
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pH measurementpH measurement

PrinciplePrinciple

The course, reaction rate and equilibrium position of many chemical reactions are strongly influenced by the concentration or more accur-
ately, the activity of hydrogen ions in solutions αH+. Rapid and accurate determinations of hydrogen ion activity are thus of great import-
ance. Since αH+ can vary over many orders of magnitude, it has proved convenient to introduce the pH scale (pH from the Latin "pondus
hydrognii" meaning "amount of hydrogen"). The most important and common method used to determine the pH value is to measure the
potential of the electrode which is sensitive to hydrogen ion activity. In certain practical situations, however, a simpler and more direct
method o determining pH is required, and use is often made of pH indicators.

TasksTasks

Calibrate the following pH-sensitive electrodes in buffer solutions of known pH:

Using these calibrated electrodes, measure the pH of an unknown solution. Compare and contrast the results obtained with the three pH-
sensitive electrode.

Use the glass electrode to determine the pH range in which the following indicators change colour:

Compare the suitability of the three indicators for different types of acid-base titrations.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3061501P3061501

▪ the glass electrode
▪ the antimony electrode
▪ the quinhydrone electrode.

▪ methyl orange
▪ bromothymol blue
▪ phenolphthalein

▪ Potentiometric determination of pH
▪ Glass electrode
▪ pH indicators
▪ Acid-base titrations
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Potentiometric pH titration (phosphoric acid in soft drinks)Potentiometric pH titration (phosphoric acid in soft drinks)

PrinciplePrinciple

The cell voltage and the Galvani voltage of the electrodes of an galvanic cell are dependent upon the concentration of the ions involved in
the potential forming process. Thus, conclusions can be made about the concentration of the ions to be investigated from the measured cell
voltage at a constant potential of a suitable reference electrode (potentiometric titration)

TasksTasks

Using the Cobra3-System, measure the change in the cell voltage in the titration of

a) diluted phosphoric acid with 0.1 molar sodium hydroxide solution

b) a sample of a carbonated beverage (Cola) containing phosphoric acid (E338) with 0.1 molar sodium hydroxide solution and calculate
the beverage's phosphoric acid content from the consumption of the standard solution.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3061740P3061740

▪ Galvanic cell
▪ Types of electrodes
▪ Galvani voltage
▪ Cell voltage
▪ Nernst equation
▪ Potentiometry
▪ Volumetry
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Automatic titration of household vinegar, completeAutomatic titration of household vinegar, complete
set (interface version Cobra3 Chem-Unit)set (interface version Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie / Biologie Handbuch Cobra3 (C3BT)
01320-0101320-01 German

P1370640P1370640

Cobra3 set pH titration with drop counter, 230 VCobra3 set pH titration with drop counter, 230 V

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

With this set titrations can be carriedout, at which the volume of
addedreagent is determined with a dropcounter. This kind of ap-
plication isfaster and more comfortable than amanual application.
Possiblemeasurements are e.g. quantitativeanalyses, determination
ofconcentrations, determination ofdissociation constants of weak
basesand acids.

BenefitsBenefits

This set allows to execute themeasurements in a didactical clear an-
deasy way:- small costs- easy to understand for the students- quickly
to execute- because the measured values arerecorded with an inter-
face thetitration curves can be representedeasily

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

It will be delivered complete withtripod material and all necessary
smallhardware items:- Cobra3-ChemUnit- Software measure- pH-
electrode- Immersion temperature probe, Teflon- Drop counter- Mag-
netic stirrer- Small hardware items- CD with literature

AccessoriesAccessories

Conductivity-probe for the recordingof conductivity titration

43050-8843050-88

Cobra3 Set automatic titration, 230 VCobra3 Set automatic titration, 230 V

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

With this setup titrations can be carried out completely automatised,
e.g. quantitative analyses, determination of concentrations, determ-
ination of dissociation constants of weak bases and acids.

BenefitsBenefits

This set allows to execute measurements in a didactical clear and easy
way:

▪ All system components are visible and thus easily identifiable
▪ Precise, reproducible results
▪ Because measured values are recorded with an interface the ti-

tration curves can be presented easily

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Tripod material and all necessary small hardware items.
▪ Cobra3-Chem Unit
▪ Software "measure"
▪ pH-electrode
▪ Immersion temperature probe, Teflon
▪ Motor piston burette
▪ Magnetic stirrer
▪ Small hardware items
▪ CD with literature

AccessoriesAccessories

▪ Conductivity-probe for the recording of conductivity titrations

43040-8843040-88
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pH/Potenial meter, Cobra4-Mobile Link, hand-heldpH/Potenial meter, Cobra4-Mobile Link, hand-held

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

A combination of the Cobra4-Mobile-Link unit with the Cobra4 Chem-
istry sensor unit containing a pH sensor and 2 x NiCr-Ni thermocouples
is ideal for the measurement of pH values, potentials and up to 2
temperatures simultaneously. The benefits of Cobra4 Mobile-Link are
that it is a modern, powerful hand-held measuring device, to which
any Cobra4 sensor units can be connected via a secure snap-in con-
nection.

Cobra4 Mobile-Link is ideal for use in any of the following scenarios:

▪ Student experiments not using a computer (e.g. as a digital mul-
timeter for a wide variety of variables)

▪ Outdoor experiments with school groups, on project days, on
school field trips, nature trails etc.

▪ Simple, intuitive operation

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Temperature: measuring range -200 ... +1200°C
▪ pH: Measuring range 0 ...14

▪ pH resolution 0.01 pH

▪ Potential: measuring range -2000 ... +2000 mV
▪ Resolution: 0.1 mV

▪ Sampling frequency: up to 5 measurements per second.
▪ Power supply: 2 x Mignon rechargeable batteries (AA)
▪ Current consumption: < 300 mA
▪ Measurements can be saved on SD memory cards
▪ Water resistant case
▪ Dimensions: 210 x 70 x 32 mm approx.
▪ Weight: 300 g

12739-0012739-00

Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Chemistry, pH and 2 x Temperature NiCr-NiCobra4 Sensor-Unit Chemistry, pH and 2 x Temperature NiCr-Ni
12630-0012630-00

Cobra4 Sensor-Unit pH, BNC connectorCobra4 Sensor-Unit pH, BNC connector
12631-0012631-00

pH-meter, digital, DemopH-meter, digital, Demo

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The device is used for the measuring of the pH-value, potential, tem-
perature and pX-value (with ion-selective electrodes).

BenefitsBenefits

▪ 20 mm high 4-digit LED-display
▪ automatic display of units
▪ Temperature compensation manually oder automacally with tem-

perature probe
▪ free choice between the buffer solutions for calibration of the

pH-probe
▪ clearly arranged plastic foil keyboard
▪ 20 storage spaces for measuring data; stay available after switch-

ing off
▪ RS232-port for reprensentation and evaluation on the computer

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

pH/pX

▪ Measuring range: 0 ...14 pH / pX
▪ Resolution: 0,01 pH / pX / Accuracy: ±0,01 pH / pX
▪ Probe link: DIN-socket
▪ Voltage (potential)-measuring range: -2000 ... +2000 mV
▪ Resolution: 1 mV / Accuracy: ±0,1 %

Temperature

▪ Measuring range: 0... 100 °C
▪ Resolution: 0,1 °C / Accuracy: ±0,5 °C
▪ Probe type: Pt 1000
▪ Input resistance: 1 Tera-Ohm

pH-electrode, polythene sheathedpH-electrode, polythene sheathed
18450-0018450-00

pH-electrode, shock resistantpH-electrode, shock resistant
18452-0018452-00

pH electrode, sterilisablepH electrode, sterilisable
18456-0018456-00

Temperature probe Pt-1000Temperature probe Pt-1000
13702-0113702-01

Digital pH-meterDigital pH-meter
13702-9313702-93

Software pH meter DEMOSoftware pH meter DEMO
14408-6114408-61
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XRE 4.0 X-ray expert setXRE 4.0 X-ray expert set

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Basic set covering the fundamental principles and areas of applica-
tions of X-rays, e.g. fluoroscopy experiments and X-ray photography.
It can be extended by upgrade sets for specific applications and top-
ics.

BenefitsBenefits

Safety concept complying with the applicable standards and regula-
tions

▪ The set complies with all of the German (X-ray ordinance, RÖV)
and European regulations for radiation protection.

▪ Type approval by the German Federal Office for Radiation Protec-
tion (Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz, BFS) concerning the use of
the unit at schools and universities in Germany (not subject to
approval, but to reporting).

▪ Lead-enforced acrylic glass windows as a shield against the X-rays
(breakproof in accordance with DIN/EN 61010)

S-Lock - PHYWE's safety lock

▪ Electro-mechanical system for maximum security
▪ Prevents door opening during X-ray emission by multiple safety

circuits

MultiLINK

▪ External socket panel
▪ Easy and safe connection of PHYWE components, such as the X-ray

energy detector (09058-30) and other standard devices, e.g. di-
gital cameras

▪ USB 2.0, N2, BNC, XRED,...

Plug & measure

▪ Self-calibrating goniometer (option)
▪ safe and easy handling
▪ collision protected goniometer
▪ Protects expensive equipment: GM counter tube and X-ray energy

detector (XRED)

Tube XChange Technology

▪ Quick-change technology for four different X-ray tubes (W, Cu,
Mo, and Fe)

▪ adjustment free
▪ Complete protection against touching hot parts

XXL Chamber

▪ Particularly spacious experiment chamber for sophisticated set-
ups

▪ Integrated optical bench for the easy and reproducible set-up of
experiments (can be extended to the outside)

3View

▪ Observation through windows on three sides; optimal for the
transparent execution of experiments

Lockable tray for accessories

▪ Accessories are always ready at hand
▪ Utensils are stored safely
▪ Dust-free storage

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The set includes the following components:

▪ XR 4.0 X-ray expert unit, 09057-99
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray plug-in unit with a tungsten X-ray tube, 09057-80
▪ measure Xrm 4.0 X-ray Software, 14414-61
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray slide mounts for the optical bench, 4 pieces,

09057-19
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray fluoroscopic screen, 09057-26
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray protective sheath, 09057-49

Recommended upgrade sets for variousRecommended upgrade sets for various applications and topicsapplications and topics

▪ XRW 4.0 X-ray wireless demonstration upgrade set, 09115-88
▪ XRP 4.0 X-ray solid state upgrade set, 09120-88
▪ XRC 4.0 X-ray characteristics upgrade set, 09130-88
▪ XRS 4.0 X-ray structural analysis upgrade set, 09140-88
▪ XRI 4.0 X-ray imaging upgrade set, 09150-88
▪ XRM 4.0 X-ray material analysis upgrade set, 09160-88
▪ XRD 4.0 X-ray dosimetry and radiation damage upgrade set,

09170-88
▪ XRT 4.0 X-ray Computer Tomography upgrade set, 09180-88

09110-8809110-88

XRC 4.0 X-ray characteristics upgrade setXRC 4.0 X-ray characteristics upgrade set

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Upgrade set as an extension of the XRE 4.0 X-ray expert set
(09110-88). It is used for the characterisation of the radiation spectra
of various different anode materials. It is particularly suitable for
studying the fundamental principles of X-ray physics.

The set covers the following experiments and topics:

▪ Fluoroscopy and X-ray imaging
▪ Debye-Scherrer analyses
▪ Fundamental principles of X-ray spectroscopy
▪ Bragg reflection
▪ Bremsspectrum
▪ K and L edges
▪ Characteristic lines of different anode materials
▪ Moseley's law
▪ Determination of the Rydberg constant
▪ Duane-Hunt's law
▪ Determination of Planck's quantum of action
▪ X-ray diffractometry

BenefitsBenefits

Plug & measure

▪ Quick change of the X-ray tubes in the set
▪ Connection of the goniometer during operation
▪ Automatic identification of the anode material of the X-ray tube

- adjustment free.
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The housings of the X-ray tubes have two safety contact pins that en-
able the tube operation only if the plug-in unit has been installed
correctly.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The set includes the following components:

▪ XR 4.0 X-ray goniometer, 09057-10
▪ Geiger-Müller counter tube, type B, 09005-00
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray LiF crystal in a holder, 09056-05
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray diaphragm tube with Ni foil, 09056-03
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray potassium bromide monocrystal in a holder for the

Bragg reflection, 09056-01
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray diaphragm tube with Zr foil, 09058-03
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray plug-in unit with an iron X-ray tube, 09057-70
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray plug-in unit with a molybdenum X-ray tube,

09057-60
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray plug-in unit with a copper X-ray tube, 09057-50

09130-8809130-88

XRS 4.0 X-ray structural analysis upgrade setXRS 4.0 X-ray structural analysis upgrade set

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Upgrade set as an extension of the XRE 4.0 X-ray expert set
(09110-88). This set is particularly suitable for the structural analysis
of different types of samples in materials physics, chemical analysis,
and mineralogy.

The set covers the following experiments and topics:

▪ Fluoroscopy and X-ray imaging
▪ Debye-Scherrer analyses and images
▪ Laue diffraction patterns
▪ Fundamental principles of X-ray spectroscopy
▪ Bragg reflection
▪ Bremsspectrum
▪ Determination of Planck's quantum of action
▪ X-ray diffractometry
▪ Texture analyses of grown materials
▪ Monochromatisation of X-rays
▪ Analysis of crystals with different crystal structures: cubic,

hexagonal, tetragonal, diamond, BCC, and FCC

BenefitsBenefits

▪ Material analyses with different techniques: diffractometric and
photographic analyses

▪ Samples of different structures: monocrystalline and polycrystal-
line samples, powder crystallites

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The set includes the following components:

▪ XR 4.0 X-ray goniometer, 09057-10
▪ Geiger-Müller counter tube, type B, 09005-00
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray LiF crystal in a holder, 09056-05
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray NaCl monocrystals, set of 3,09058-01
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray set of chemicals for edge absorption, 1 set, 09056-04
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray diaphragm tube with Ni foil, 09056-03

▪ XR 4.0 X-ray potassium bromide monocrystal in a holder for the
Bragg reflection, 09056-01

▪ XR 4.0 X-ray diaphragm tube with Zr foil, 09058-03
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray crystal holder for Laue images, 09058-11
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray universal crystal holder for the X-ray unit, 09058-02
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray sample holder for powder samples, 09058-09
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray accessories for the structural analysis set, 09057-28

09140-8809140-88

XRM 4.0 X-ray material analysis upgrade setXRM 4.0 X-ray material analysis upgrade set

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Upgrade set as an extension of the XRE 4.0 X-ray expert set
(09110-88). This set is particularly suitable for the qualitative and
quantitative X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy of metallic samples in
physics and material science (non-destructive testing).

The set covers the following experiments and topics:

▪ Various different types of samples can be analysed: powders,
solids, and liquids

▪ Material analyses of pure metals and multi-component alloys
▪ Compton effect - Moseley's laws energy-dispersive Bragg structure

analysis
▪ K and L edge absorption
▪ Determination of the lattice constant of monocrystals
▪ Duane-Hunt's law of displacement
▪ X-ray fluorescence analysis for layer thickness determination
▪ Characteristics and the special resolving power of an X-ray energy

detector

BenefitsBenefits

▪ In combination with the XR 4.0 X-ray multi-channel analyser
(13727-99), the entire X-ray energy spectrum (2-35 keV) of the
analysed materials can be determined.

▪ The set includes a sensitive XR 4.0 X-ray energy detector
(09058-30) with a resolution of FWHM < 400 eV, rate independ-
ent up to 20 kcps.

▪ The XR 4.0 X-ray energy detector is mounted directly and easily
onto the XR 4.0 X-ray goniometer (09057-10) of the XR 4.0 X-ray
unit (09057-99).

▪ Direct connection of the XR 4.0 X-ray energy detector (09058-30)
via the internal and external socket panel to the multichannel
analyser (13727-99) that also supplies the supply voltage.

▪ Immediately ready for use, as indicated by a standby LED

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The set includes the following components:

▪ XR 4.0 X-ray goniometer, 09057-10
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray energy detector, 09058-30
▪ Multi-channel analyser, 13727-99
▪ Software for the multi-channel analyser, 14452-61
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray set of chemicals for edge absorption, 1 set, 09056-04
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray lithium fluoride (LiF) monocrystal in a holder,

09056-05
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray universal crystal holder for the X-ray unit, 09058-02
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▪ XR 4.0 X-ray sample holder for powder samples, 09058-09
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray diaphragm tube with Zr foil, 09058-03
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray Compton module, 09058-04
▪ XR 4.0 X-ray accessories for the material analysis set, 09057-36
▪ Balance, DENVER DLT-411, 400 g/0.1 g, 49061-00

09160-8809160-88

Additional XR 4.0 X-ray upgrade setsAdditional XR 4.0 X-ray upgrade sets

Upgrade sets as an extension of the XRE 4.0 X-ray expert set
(09110-88).

XRP 4.0 X-ray Solid state physics upgrade setXRP 4.0 X-ray Solid state physics upgrade set
09120-8809120-88

XRI 4.0 X-ray imaging upgrade setXRI 4.0 X-ray imaging upgrade set
09150-8809150-88

XRD 4.0 X-ray dosimetry and radiation damage upgrade setXRD 4.0 X-ray dosimetry and radiation damage upgrade set
09170-8809170-88

XRT 4.0 X-ray Computer Tomography upgrade setXRT 4.0 X-ray Computer Tomography upgrade set
09180-8809180-88

XRW 4.0 X-ray wireless demonstration upgrade setXRW 4.0 X-ray wireless demonstration upgrade set
09115-8809115-88

XR 4.0 X-ray expert unitXR 4.0 X-ray expert unit

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

School/full-protection device with X-ray tube quick-change techno-
logy for fluoroscopy and X-ray imaging, ionisation and dosimetry ex-
periments, Laue and Debye-Scherrer images, X-ray spectroscopy, Bragg
reflection, bremsspectrum/characteristic lines of various different an-
ode materials, Moseley's law, determination of Planck's constant and
Rydberg constant, Duane Hunt's law, material-thickness- and energy-
dependent absorption, K and Ledges, contrast medium experiments,
Compton scattering, and X-ray diffractometry.

BenefitsBenefits

Safety concept complying with the applicable standards and regula-
tions

▪ The unit complies with all of the German (X-ray ordinance, RÖV)
and European regulations for radiation protection.

▪ Type approval by the German Federal Office for Radiation Protec-
tion (Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz, BFS) concerning the use of
the unit at schools and universities in Germany (not subject to
approval, but to reporting).

▪ Lead-enforced acrylic glass windows as a shield against the X-rays
(breakproof in accordance with DIN/EN61010)

▪ PHYWE safety lock technology (registered utility model)

S-Lock - PHYWE's safety lock

▪ electro-mechanical system for maximum security
▪ Prevents door opening during X-ray emission by multiple safety

circuits

MultiLINK

▪ External socket panel
▪ Easy and safe connection of PHYWE components, such as the X-ray

energy detector (09058-30) and other standard devices, e.g. di-
gital cameras

▪ USB 2.0, N2, BNC, XRED,...

Plug & measure

▪ Self-calibrating goniometer (option)
▪ safe and easy handling
▪ collision protected goniometer
▪ Protects expensive equipment: GM counter tube and X-ray energy

detector (XRED)

Tube XChange Technology

▪ Quick-change technology for four different X-ray tubes (W, Cu,
Mo, and Fe)

▪ adjustment free
▪ Complete protection against touching hot parts

XXL Chamber

▪ Particularly spacious experiment chamber for sophisticated set-
ups

▪ Integrated optical bench for the easy and reproducible set-up of
experiments (can be extended to the outside)

3View

▪ Observation through windows on three sides; optimal for the
transparent execution of experiments

Lockable tray for accessories

▪ Accessories are always ready at hand
▪ Utensils are stored safely
▪ Dust-free storage

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Microprocessor-controlled basic unit with two independent safety
circuits for the door position and two independent monitoring
circuits for the door locking system

▪ Four different X-ray tubes (Fe, Cu, Mo, and W) can be plugged in
and remain visible during operation

▪ Determination of the X-ray intensity via an integrated Geiger-
Müller counter tube connection with a variable counter tube
voltage (0... 700 V) and an integrated loudspeaker

▪ TFT colour display (dimensions 4,3" (95 x 54 mm), 16 Bit, 56.536
colours, 480 x 272 Pixel) for the manual control of the unit

▪ "Display Connect" interface for the connection of a large-scale
display unit

▪ True-colour line-shaped interior LED lighting system
▪ High voltage 0.0...35.0 kV
▪ Emission current 0.0...1.0 mA
▪ Housing (mm): 682 (W) x 620 (H) x 450(D)
▪ Experiment chamber (mm): 440 (W) x 345 (H) x 354 (D)
▪ Connection: 110/240 V~, 50/60 Hz
▪ Power consumption: 200 VA
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▪ Mass: 55 kg
▪ PC control via USB 2.0

Required accessoriesRequired accessories

When the unit is used for the first time, at least one X-ray tube, e.g.
the tungsten X-ray tube 09057-80, is required.

XR 4.0 X-ray expert unitXR 4.0 X-ray expert unit
09057-9909057-99

XR 4.0 X-ray goniometerXR 4.0 X-ray goniometer
09057-1009057-10

measure XRm 4.0 X-ray Softwaremeasure XRm 4.0 X-ray Software

Function and applicationFunction and application

Software package of the "measure" series for controlling the XR 4.0
Expert Unit (X-ray unit). XRm 4.0 consists of a module for device con-
trol and measurement data recording and a module for measurement
data processing (main program).

BenefitsBenefits

AUTORUN

▪ Automatic identification of the connected devices of the XR 4.0
series

▪ Loading of predefined settings
▪ Working directly without the need for specialist knowledge

Double control

▪ Simultaneous operation of the XR 4.0 Expert Unit via manual con-
trol and via a computer

▪ No restrictions concerning the execution of experiments

Plug & measure

▪ The intuitive user concept considerably simplifies the operation
of such a complex device and puts the experiment into the focus
of attention.

Multilingual

▪ XRm 4.0 is available in more than 20 languages, among them
German, English, French, Spanish, Arabic, and Russian. As a res-
ult, XRm 4.0 is also suitable for beginners' laboratory courses at
universities and the secondary school level.

Reference experiments

▪ The comprehensive collection of reference experiments simplifies
the selection of suitable experiments and can be used as a tem-
plate for own experiment scripts/laboratory handbooks.

▪ All of the relevant topics concerning the characterisation and ap-
plication of X-rays are documented.

▪ Experiment descriptions in PDF files with learning objectives,
brief description, set-up picture, equipment list, experiment pro-
cedure, reference results with a reference to the theoretical back-
ground, and device and software settings that are specifically ad-
apted to the experiment.

▪ All of the experiment-relevant settings can be loaded at the push
of a button.

▪ The experiment descriptions include configuration files and ex-
ample measurements. They are provided free of charge on the
measure DVD.

System requirementsSystem requirements

▪ PC with at least a Pentium 3 processor, 512 MB RAM, 1 GB free
hard drive space, DVD drive, USB 2.0, Microsoft ®Windows XP or
higher.

measure XRm 4.0 X-ray Softwaremeasure XRm 4.0 X-ray Software
14414-6114414-61

measure XRt 4.0 X-ray CT Softwaremeasure XRt 4.0 X-ray CT Software
14421-6114421-61

XR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in tubesXR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in tubes

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Factory adjusted tube in sheet steel housing ready for use in connec-
tion with XR 4.0 expert unit. Housing with plugs to accept the tubes
operating quantities from the basic unit.
With handle, mechanical lock and two switching pins, which only op-
erate correspondingly security microswitches of the basic unit when
the plug-in module is correcly inserted.

Benefits:Benefits:

Tube XChange Technology:

▪ Quick-change technology for four different X-ray tubes (W, Cu,
Mo, and Fe)

▪ adjustment free
▪ Complete protection against touching hot parts

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Anode angle 19°
▪ Max. operation datas 1 mA/35 kV
▪ Test voltage 50 kV
▪ Mass 4.3 kg
▪ Dimensions (26.7 x 18.8 x 20.3) cm
▪ Incl. dust protection cover

XR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in Cu tubeXR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in Cu tube
09057-5009057-50

XR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in Mo tubeXR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in Mo tube
09057-6009057-60

XR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in Fe tubeXR 4.0 X-ray Plug-in Fe tube
09057-7009057-70

XR 4.0 X-ray plug-in unit W tubeXR 4.0 X-ray plug-in unit W tube
09057-8009057-80
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XR 4.0 X-ray Universal crystals and holderXR 4.0 X-ray Universal crystals and holder

Function and applicationFunction and application

Monocrystal mounted in holder.

In connection with x-ray unit for Laue-experiments and for the ana-
lysis of x-ray energies by the Bragg-method.

XR 4.0 X-ray Lithium fluorid crystal, mountedXR 4.0 X-ray Lithium fluorid crystal, mounted
09056-0509056-05

XR 4.0 X-ray Potassium Bromide Crystal, mountedXR 4.0 X-ray Potassium Bromide Crystal, mounted
09056-0109056-01

XR 4.0 X-ray Univ. crystal holder for x-ray-unitXR 4.0 X-ray Univ. crystal holder for x-ray-unit
09058-0209058-02

XR 4.0 X-ray energy detector (XRED)XR 4.0 X-ray energy detector (XRED)

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

With the new X-ray energy detector you can directly determine the
energies of single x-ray quanta.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ In connection with the multi-channel analyser (MCA) you can
characterise the complete x-ray energy spectrum of the analysed
material.

▪ Characteristic x-ray lines for all elements of the PSE included in
the software.

▪ Directly mountable on the goniometer of the x-ray unit, without
loss of functionality of the goniometer

▪ Directly connectable to MCA (USB) without any additional interface
on

▪ Green Operation-LED
▪ Parallel observation of the signals in the oscilloscope (optional)

Typical application laboratory experiments in universities and high
schools:

▪ Characterisation of X-rays of different anode materials (Cu, Fe,
Mo)

▪ Fluorescence analysis of pure materials and alloys
▪ Determination of the composition of alloys

▪ Compton effect-Mosley's law-Energy dispersive Bragg structure
analysis

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Energy range: 2 - 60 keV
▪ Resolution: < 400 eV
▪ Active detector surface 0,8 mm²
▪ Power supply included
▪ Rate independent resolution up to 20 Kcps (kilo counts per

second)
▪ max. 4000 channels 2 or 3 point calibration

09058-3009058-30

XR 4.0 X-ray Specimen sets for X-ray fluorescenceXR 4.0 X-ray Specimen sets for X-ray fluorescence

XR 4.0 X-ray Specimen set metals for X-ray fluorescence, set of 7XR 4.0 X-ray Specimen set metals for X-ray fluorescence, set of 7
09058-3109058-31

Xr 4.0 X-ray Specimen set alloys for fluorescence, set of 5Xr 4.0 X-ray Specimen set alloys for fluorescence, set of 5
09058-3309058-33

XR 4.0 X-ray Specimen set metals for fluorescence, set of 4XR 4.0 X-ray Specimen set metals for fluorescence, set of 4
09058-3409058-34

Multi channel analyser - extended version suitableMulti channel analyser - extended version suitable
also for operation of the X-ray energy detectoralso for operation of the X-ray energy detector

Function and applicationsFunction and applications

The multi-channel analyser is for analysing voltage pulses which are
proportional to energy and for determining pulse rates and intensities
in conjunction with an X-ray detector, alpha detector or gamma de-
tector. The analogue pulses from the detector are shaped by the ana-
lyser, digitised and summed per channel according to pulse height.
This results in a frequency distribution of detected pulses dependent
on the energy of the radiation.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The multi-channel analyser has an offset function for enhancing the
energy resolution.
It possesses the following features:

▪ Analogue output for observing heights of the pulse spectrum
on an oscilloscope,

▪ A USB output for connecting to a computer,
▪ Integrated power supply for alpha detector pre-amp
▪ Integrated power supply for X-ray energy detector.
▪ Includes 1.5-m mains lead, USB cable type A/B
▪ Multi-channel analyser software (required)
▪ Resolution (per spectrum): up to 4096 channels (12 bit)
▪ Memory: unlimited
▪ Lag time: 60 µs
▪ Coincidence window: 1 µs
▪ Analogue input: negative pulse impedance: 3.3 kilohms, 150 pF
▪ Amplification: three stages, 6, 12 and 24 digitally adjustable

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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▪ Pulse height: max. 4 V
▪ Analogue output: positive pulse 0 to 4 V-
▪ Pulse length: 15 µs offset approx.
▪ 12-bit digital resolution
▪ Maximum offset: 4 V (disable input/coincidence input)
▪ Logic input (TTL) for coincidence measurements at voltage out-

puts
▪ Diode socket: ± 12 V / max. 30 mA
▪ BNC socket (bias voltage): -33, -66, -99 V
▪ Plastic case with carrying handle
▪ Dimensions H × W × D (mm): 90 x 140 x 130
▪ Mains voltage: 115/230 V~
▪ Mains frequency: 50/60 Hz
▪ Weight: 1550 g

AccessoriesAccessories

Multi-channel analyser software (required)

Multi channel analyser - extended version suitable also forMulti channel analyser - extended version suitable also for
operation of the X-ray energy detectoroperation of the X-ray energy detector
13727-9913727-99

measure Software multi channel analysermeasure Software multi channel analyser
14452-6114452-61

TESS expert Handbook Physics X-Ray ExperimentsTESS expert Handbook Physics X-Ray Experiments

Experiments with X-rays and their use in physics, chemistry, biology,
medicine, material science, and geology

DescriptionDescription

Comprehensive collection of reference experiments concerning the
fundamental principles and use of X-rays in physics, chemistry, bio-
logy, medicine, material science, and geology with the XR 4.0 X-ray
unit platform as a pool of ideas concerning the potential areas of ap-
plication in demonstration and laboratory experiments. A clear matrix
simplifies the orientation in terms of scientific fields and topics.

TopicsTopics

▪ Characteristic X-radiation / atomic structure / quantum physics
and chemistry

▪ X-ray absorption
▪ Compton scattering
▪ Dosimetry

▪ Crystal structures/structural analysis with X-rays/Debye-Scherrer
experiments (counting tube goniometer)

▪ Transirradiation experiments/non-destructive testing

FeaturesFeatures

▪ Experiment descriptions with clearly structured learning object-
ives, fundamental principles, photo of the set-up, equipment list,
tasks, illustrated instructions concerning the set-up and proced-
ure, theory and evaluation with example results plus important
notes concerning the operation and safety of the equipment. This
simplifies the orientation and execution as well as the selec-
tion of the experiment parts for personalised laboratory exper-
iments. The information provided is so comprehensive that no
other background information is required.

▪ For every experiment, the software package "XRM 4.0 measure X-
ray" includes presettings for the easy and direct execution of the
experiment at the push of a button as well as numerous example
measurements.

▪ Experiment matrix for quick orientation
▪ Operating instructions concerning the components of the XR 4.0

platform including detailed information
▪ DIN A4 format, spiral-bound, colour print

01200-0201200-02
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Velocity of molecules and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution functionVelocity of molecules and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function

PrinciplePrinciple

A kinetic gas theory apparatus is to be used as a model to simulate the motion of gas molecules and to determine their velocity by determ-
ining the distance that glass balls are thrown. The velocity distribution found is to be compared with the theoretical Maxwell-Boltzmann
equation.

TasksTasks

Measure the velocity distribution of the "model gas" and compare the result to theoretical behaviour as described by the Maxwell-
Boltzmann equation.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3010101P3010101

▪ Kinetic theory of gases
▪ Model kinetic energy
▪ Average velocity
▪ Velocity distribution

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Charles's (Amontons') law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Charles's (Amontons') law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The state of a gas is determined by temperature, pressure and amount of substance. For the limiting case of ideal gases, these state variables
are linked via the ideal gas law. For a change of state under isochoric conditions this equation becomes Amontons' law.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3011211P3011211

1. Experimentally investigate whether Amontons' law is valid for a constant amount of gas (air)
2. From the resulting relationship calculate the universal gas constant and thermal coefficient of tension.

▪ Pressure
▪ Temperature
▪ Volume
▪ Thermal tension coefficient
▪ Ideal gas law
▪ Universal gas constant
▪ Charles's (Amontons') law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Boyle-Mariotte law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Boyle-Mariotte law (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The state of a gas is determined by temperature, pressure and amount of substance. For the limiting case of ideal gases, these state variables
are linked via the ideal gas law. In the case of isothermal process control this equation converts Boyle and Mariotte'slaw.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3011311P3011311

1. Experimentally investigate the validity of Boyle and Mariotte's law for a constant amount of gas (air).
2. From the resulting relationship calculate the universal gas constant.

▪ Pressure
▪ Temperature
▪ Volume
▪ Cubic compressibility coefficient
▪ Ideal gas law
▪ Universal gas constant
▪ Boyle and Mariotte's law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Thermal equation of state and critical pointThermal equation of state and critical point

PrinciplePrinciple

A substance which is gaseous under normal conditions is enclosed in a variable volume and the variation of pressure with the volume is
recorded at different temperatures. The critical point is determined graphically from a plot of the isotherms.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3020101P3020101

1. Measure a number of p-V-isotherms of SF6.

2. Determine the critical point and the critical quantities of SF6.

3. Calculate the constants of the Van der WAALS equation, the BOYLE-temperature, the radius of the molecules and the parameters
of the interaction potential.

▪ Ideal gas
▪ Real gas
▪ Equation of state
▪ Van der WAALS equation
▪ Boyle temperature
▪ Critical point
▪ Interaction potential
▪ Molecule radius
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Heat capacity of gasesHeat capacity of gases

PriniciplePriniciple

Heat is added to a gas in a glass vessel by an electric heater which is switched on briefly. The temperature increase results in a pressure
increase, which is measured with a manometer. Under isobaric conditions, a temperature increase results in a volume dilatation which can
be read from a gas syringe. The molar heat capacities Cv and Cp are calculated from the pressure or volume change.

TasksTasks

Determine the molar heat capacities of air at constant volume Cv and at constant pressure Cp.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3020301P3020301

▪ Equation state for ideal gases
▪ 1st law of thermodynamics
▪ universal gas constant
▪ degree of freedom
▪ mole volumes
▪ isobars
▪ isotherms
▪ isochors and adiabatic change of state

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Charles's (Amontons') lawCharles's (Amontons') law

PrinciplePrinciple

Amontons' law describes the relationship between the pressure
and the temperature of a fixed quantity of gas at constant volume.
A glass syringe enclosed in a glass jacket is used to capture about
50 ml of gas. The water in the glass jacket is warmed up gradually.
Each time the temperature increases about 5°C, the plunger of the
gas syringe is pushed back in to the initial volume and the tem-
perature and pressure of the gas are recorded.
A bar magnet and a magnetic stirring bar in the glass jacket can
be used to stir the heating bath fluid in order to keep the temper-
ature distribution uniform.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223000P1223000

Temperature change when a gas is liquefied byTemperature change when a gas is liquefied by
compressioncompression

PrinciplePrinciple

When gases are liquefied by compression, they emit heat into their
surroundings. When they expand again and vaporise, they cool
down. This attribute is used in the operation of refrigerators, for
example.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS und Demo advanced Handbuch Cobra4Physik, Chemie, Biolo-
gie, Alltagsphänomene
01330-0101330-01 German

TESS and Demo advanced Manual Cobra4 Physics, Chemistry, Bi-
ology, Everyday Science
01330-0201330-02 English

P7200560P7200560

Gay-Lussac's law of volumesGay-Lussac's law of volumes

PrinciplePrinciple

Gay-Lussac's law of volumes states that gases always react with
one another in certain fixed ratios of their volume.
This experiment mixes hydrogen and oxygen in the plunger eudio-
meter in different ratios where the mixtures react explosively. All
of these gas mixtures can be ignited within a very short period of
time, demonstrating that hydrogen and oxygen always react with
one another in a volumetric ratio of 2 to 1.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel
01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system
01196-1201196-12 English

P1223551P1223551

Kinetic gas theory apparatusKinetic gas theory apparatus

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Kinetic gastheory apparatus with vertical chamber and built in motor.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

chamber (mm) 60 x 20 x 180, motor supply 12 VDC /20 W

09060-0009060-00
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Plunger eudiometerPlunger eudiometer

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The plunger eudiometer consists of aglass cylinder with movable plun-
ger and is used to determine the ratio of volumes in explosive gas re-
actions.

BenefitsBenefits

Two 4-mmsockets connect the ignition spark generator. , This device
can be used to cause gas mixtures to react at room temperature,
which lead to gaseous reaction products or in which residual quant-
ities of the reaction gases remain in the cylinder (e.g. mixtures of
air and hydrogen, of carbon monoxide and oxygen). , The gasmixtures
are simply injected into the eudiometer using an injection syringe.,
The ignition of the gas mixture then occurs easily and safely with the
aid of the ignition spark generator. , If the plunger eudiometer is as-
sembled in the glass jacket, the ratio of volumes of gas reactions can
also be investigated at temperatures other that room temperature,
such as the reaction of a stochiometric mixture of hydrogen and oxy-
gen at above 100°C.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

With scaling on one side; Scale: 0...20 ml, 1 ml divisions., Totallength:
350 mm, Length of the glass cylinder: 205 mm, Outer diameter of the
glass cylinder: 36 mm, Length of the connection tube: 55 mm., Outer
diameter of the connection tube: 8 mm

02611-0002611-00

Set Gas laws with glass jacket system and Cobra4Set Gas laws with glass jacket system and Cobra4

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Complete device compilation for a comfortable way to derive the ideal
gas laws experimentally with help of the Cobra4 Senor-Unit Thermo-
dynamics and the glass jacket system.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The set consists of:

▪ 1 Cobra4 Wireless Manager.
▪ 1 Cobra4 Wireless-Link.
▪ 1 Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Thermodynamics, pressure absolute 2 bar

and 2 x temperature.

▪ 1 Software measure Cobra4, single user and school licence.
▪ 1 Glass jacket.
▪ 1 Gas syringe 100 ml.
▪ 1 Heater for Glass jacket.
▪ 1 Immersion probe NiCr-Ni, -50...1000°C.
▪ All necessary support materials and all the other small hardware

items to be able to carry out the measurements for the gas laws.

43020-0043020-00

Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Thermodynamics, pressure abs. 2 bar and 2Cobra4 Sensor-Unit Thermodynamics, pressure abs. 2 bar and 2
temperature NiCr-Nitemperature NiCr-Ni
12638-0012638-00

Cobra4 Wireless-LinkCobra4 Wireless-Link
12601-0012601-00

Cobra4 Wireless ManagerCobra4 Wireless Manager
12600-0012600-00

Software Cobra4 - Single user and school licenceSoftware Cobra4 - Single user and school licence
14550-6114550-61

Ideal gas lawsIdeal gas laws

The ideal gas equation describes the thermal state of an enclosed gas
with regard to the parameters of state; pressure p, volume V, tem-
perature T and number of gas molecules n. It enables three different
gas laws to be derived, each for the behaviour of a gas, but with a
different parameter of state held constant. Charles’s law defines the
dependence between temperature and volume at constant pressure.
In this experiment, a volume of gas is enclosed in a gas syringe and
the temperature of it is controlled by
means of a water bath. The gas volume can be read from a scale at
the same time as the temperature of the it is measured.

Charles' lawCharles' law
P1350060P1350060

Amontons lawAmontons law
P1350160P1350160

Boyle's lawBoyle's law
P1350260P1350260

TESS and Demo advanced Manual Cobra4 Physics, Chemistry,TESS and Demo advanced Manual Cobra4 Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Everyday ScienceBiology, Everyday Science
01330-0201330-02
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Set gas laws with glass jacket, 230 VSet gas laws with glass jacket, 230 V

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications
With this set, experiments on the following topics can be carried out:

Gas law of Boyle-Mariotte, Gas law of Gay-Lussac, Gas law of Amonton
(Charles), Determination of molar masses according to the vapor dens-
ity method

BenefitsBenefits
This set allows to execute the measurements in a didactical clear and
easy understandable way:

clear set-up, easy to understand, completely mercury-free, quickly to
execute, short preparation time

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data
It will be delivered complete with tripod material and all necessary
small hardware items:

Glass jacket, Gas syringe, Heater, Tripod material, Small hardware
items, CD with literature

Not included are measuring instruments as thermometers or mano-
meters.

AccessoriesAccessories
Data acquisition set with Cobra3 Basic unit for recording the meas-
ured data by means of a PC.

43003-8843003-88

Cobra3 Data acquisition set for set gas lawsCobra3 Data acquisition set for set gas laws

43003-3043003-30

Handbook Glass jacket systemHandbook Glass jacket system

01196-1201196-12

Critical point apparatusCritical point apparatus

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Critical point apparatus with transparent compression chamber on
three legged base, pressure measurement-, generation- and cooling
system, two gas valves.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Temperature range: 0...55 °C

Pressure range: 0...50 bar, 0.5 bar division

Volume range: 0...4 ml, 0.05 ml division

04364-1004364-10

Precision manometerPrecision manometer

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Differential pressure manometer with inclined measuring tube filled
with red oil, to measure under and over pressures.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Plexiglas block on stem with integral spirit level, Displacement zero
adjustment, 2 connecting nozzles Ranges:
0...2 mbar division: 0.1 mbar, 0...4 mbar division: 0.2 mbar

, Scale length: 140 mm, Nozzle diameter: 5...8 mm, Stem diameter:
10 mm, Stem length: 60 mm, Dimensions (mm): 350 x 30 x 190

AccessoriesAccessories

Filling oil, 100 g, rubber hose

03091-0003091-00
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Determination of the surface tension with the ring method (Du Nouy method)Determination of the surface tension with the ring method (Du Nouy method)

PrinciplePrinciple

To determine the surface tension of a liquid, a ring that is attached to a torsion meter by means of a silk thread is dipped into the liquid. The

liquid level is lowered and the force that acts on the ring just before the liquid film tears is measured. The surface tension can be calculated

from the diameter of the ring and the tear-off force.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Surface energy, Surface tension, Adhesion, Critical point, Eotvos equation

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3040201P3040201

Torsion dynamometer, 0.01 NTorsion dynamometer, 0.01 N

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Torsion dynamometer to measure small forces or investigate electrostatic and magnetic interactions between bodies

BenefitsBenefits

force compensation, zero point adjustment, eddy current damping element, overloadprotection and a stem

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Range front scale: 10 mN, Range side scale: ±3 mN, Raw subdivision: 1 mN, Fine subdivision: 0,1 mN, Maximum lever load: 0,2 N, Scale diameter:

170 mm, Length of lever arm: 240 mm

02416-0002416-00

1. Determine the surface tension of olive oil as a function of temperature or the surface tention of water / methanol mixtures as a

function of the mixing ratio.

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Gas viscosity: estimation of molecular diameterGas viscosity: estimation of molecular diameter

PrinciplePrinciple

Expressed most simply, the viscosity of a fluid (liquid or gas) relates to its resistance to flow. The viscosity of a gas is determined in particular
by the rate of transfer of the flow momentum from faster moving layers (laminas) to slower ones. The so-called transpiration methods
provide a convenient way of measuring gas viscosities. In the approach used here, the flow rate of the gas (which is inversely proportional
to its viscosity) is recorded by monitoring the evacuation of a vessel through a capillary tube under a constant pressure differential.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Kinetic theory of gases, Mean free path, Transport properties, Laminar and turbulent flow, Poiseuille's equation

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3010201P3010201

1. Meassure the viscosities of the gases nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and helium.
2. Use simple gas kinetic theory to estimate the molecular diamenter of each of the gases measured.

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Determining the molecular weight of a polymer from intrinsic viscosity measurementsDetermining the molecular weight of a polymer from intrinsic viscosity measurements

PrinciplePrinciple

The viscosity of a liquid is effectively determined by the strength of the intermolecular attractive forces. In the case of solutions, the viscosity
of the solvent can alter significantly depending on the type and concentration of the solute. Due to their size, macromolecules have a very
considerable impact on the viscosity of the solvent. Viscosity measurements can be used to estimate the mean molecular mass of a macro-
molecule if something is known about its conformation.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Viscosity of liquids, Ostwald capillary viscometer, Poiseuilles's equation, Macromolecules, Mass average and number average molecular
weights, The Mark-Houwink equation, Alternative techniques e.g. osmosis, Sedimentation (ultracentrifuge methods), Light scattering

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3010601P3010601

1. Use a thermostatted capillary viscometer to measure the viscosities of solutions of polystyrene in toluene over a range of five
polymer concentrations.

2. Determine the instrinsic viscosity and from that estimate the molecular weight (relative molecular mass) of the polymer in this
solution.

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Viscosity measurements with the falling ball viscometerViscosity measurements with the falling ball viscometer

PrinciplePrinciple

Liquids and gases have different viscosities because of the difference in the internal friction between their molecules. Viscosity is a function
of the structure of a substance and its temperature. It is to be experimentally determinded here by measuring the rate of fall of a ball in a
tube filled with the liquid to be investigated.

TasksTasks

Measure the viscosities

a) of a methanol-water mixtures of various composition at a constant temperature,
b) of water as a function of the temperature and
c) of methanol as a function of temperature.

From the temperature dependence of viscosities, calculate the energy barriers to overcoming the internal friction of water and meth-
anol.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3010801P3010801

▪ Newtonian liquid
▪ Stokes law
▪ Fluidity
▪ Dynamic and kinematic viscosity
▪ Viscosity measurements

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Viscosity of Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids (rotary viscometer)Viscosity of Newtonian and non-Newtonian liquids (rotary viscometer)

PrinciplePrinciple

The viscosity of liquids can be determined with a rotary viscometer, in which a variable-speed motor drives a cylinder immersed in the liquid
to be investigated via spiral spring. The viscosity of the liquid generates a moment of rotation at the cylinder which can be measured with
the aid of the torsion of the spiral spring and read on a scale.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Shear stress, Velocity gradient, Internal friction, Viscosity, Plasticity

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3010901P3010901

1. Determine the gradient of the rotational velocity as a function of the torsional shearing stress for two Newtonian liquids (glycer-
ine, liquid paraffin).

2. Determine the flow curve for a non-Newtonian liquid (chocolate).
3. Investigate the temperature dependence of the viscosity of Castor oil and gylcerine.

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
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Falling ball viscometerFalling ball viscometer

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Falling ball viscometer.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Thermometer
▪ Diameter of the fall tube: 15.95 mm
▪ Initiable fall times: 25...300 s
▪ Fall distance: 100 mm
▪ 6 balls

18220-0018220-00

Rotary viscometer, 3 - 6,000,000 mPas, 110...240 VRotary viscometer, 3 - 6,000,000 mPas, 110...240 V

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Classic rotational viscometer for the viscosity determination according
to ISO2555 ("Brookfield method") and many ASTM standards.

BenefitsBenefits

The results are 100% compatible to the Brookfield method, All results
(viscosity, torque in %, speed, spindle) are displayed on the built-in
display, Visual and acoustic signals at critical measuring conditions,
Warning, if the device is used outside of the permissible measuring

ranges, Digital speed control with "built-in" accuracy through step-
ping motor, Touchless, optoelectronic torque measuring system with
high accuracy and without wear, It is supllied as a complete measur-
ing unit consisting of the basic instrument with stand, set of spindles
with a storage rack in a stable case

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Viscosity range: 3 - 6,000,000 m, Pas- Torque (rpm): 0.1/ 0.2/ 0.3/
0.5/ 0.6/ 1/ 1.5/ 2/2.5/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 10/ 12/ 20/ 30/ 50/ 60/100/ 200, Ac-
curacy of torque: <±0,5% of the absolute value, Temperature range:
-15...+120°C, Accuracy: ±1% of full scale, Reproducibility: ±0.2% of
full scale, Power supply: 100...240 V/ 50...60 Hz

18222-9918222-99

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.4 Viscosity

excellence in science
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DilatometryDilatometry

PrinciplePrinciple

The linear expansion of solid bodies and the volume expansion of water are functions of temperature. In order to investigate expansion,
tubes made of brass, steel, copper, aluminium and glass are clamped tight at one end, and water from a temperature controlled bath is
circulated through them. The change in length at various temperatures is measured using a dilatometer. The measurement of the volume
change of water is achieved using a flat-bottomed flask with an upright graduated tube, which is located in a temperature controlled bath
(pycnometer).

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3021801P3021801

1. Measure the linear expansion of brass, steel, copper, aluminium and Duran glass at five different temperatures in a rane between
20°C and 70°C using a dilatometer. Calculate the linear expansion coefficients.

2. Determine the volume of a defined mass of water with a pycnometer at five different temperatures in a range between 20°C and
70°C.

▪ State variables
▪ Linear thermal expansion
▪ Volume expansion
▪ Heat capacity
▪ Lattice potential
▪ Equilibrium separation
▪ Intermolecular interaction

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.5 Density and thermal expansion
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Westphal/ Mohr density balanceWestphal/ Mohr density balance

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Precision balance with balance bar with unequal arm length for determination of densities of liquids and solid state bodies

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

the bearing of the balance bar consists of a low friction steel cutting edge, with height variable support rod, balance bar equipped with 9

positions for counter weight pieces, delivered in wooden storage box, counter weight pieces, tweezers, Reimann`s bouyancy body with wire,

thermometer , glass cylinder, 100 ml, grid basket with hook for density determination of solid state bodies, beaker, Weight range: 0...2 g/ccm,

Sensitivity: 0.0001 g/ccm

45016-0045016-00

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.5 Density and thermal expansion

excellence in science
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Evaporative equilibriumEvaporative equilibrium

PrinciplePrinciple

For each temperature, a specific pressure of the gas phase of the liquid establishes itself above the liquid - the vapour pressure. If the

external pressure is lowered by drawing off the gas phase, the equilibrium re-establishes itself through evaporation of parts of the liquid

phase.

TasksTasks

Determine the enthalpy of vaporization of acetone by measuring the vapour pressure at different temperatures.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3030101P3030101

▪ Enthalpy of vaporization

▪ Vapour pressure

▪ Entropy of vaporization

▪ Clausius-Clapeyron equation

▪ Trouton-Pictet rule

▪ Laws of thermodynamics

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.6 Melting point, boiling point, flash point
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Boiling point diagram of a binary mixtureBoiling point diagram of a binary mixture

PrinciplePrinciple

A boiling point diagram shows the boiling points of a binary mixture as a function of the vapour / liquid equilibrium of the mixture at con-

stant pressure. The boiling points of various mixtures of methanol and chloroform are measured and the composition of the liquid phases

are determined using refractometry and a calibration curve.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3030401P3030401

1. Determine the refractive indiced of the pure components and about 10 different mixtures of known composition.

2. Plot the boiling point diagram of the binary mixtured of methanol and chloroform.

▪ Fundamentals of distillation

▪ Equilibrium diagram

▪ Chemical potential

▪ Activity coefficient

▪ Raoult's law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.6 Melting point, boiling point, flash point

excellence in science
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Characteristic curve and efficiency of a PEM fuel cell and a PEM electrolyserCharacteristic curve and efficiency of a PEM fuel cell and a PEM electrolyser

PrinciplePrinciple

In a PEM electrolyser, the electrolyte consists of a proton-conducting membrane and water (PEM = Proton- Exchange-Membrane). When an
electric voltage is applied, hydrogen and oxygen are formed. The PEM fuel cell generates electrical energy from hydrogen and oxygen. The
electrical properties of the electrolyser and the fuel cell are investigated by recording a current-voltage characteristic line. To determine the
efficiency, the gases are stored in small gasometers in order to be able to measure the quantities of the gases generated or consumed.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments Physics
16502-3216502-32 English

P2411100P2411100

1. Recording the characteristic line of the PEM electrolyser.
2. Recording the characteristic line of the PEM fuel cell.
3. Determination of the efficiency of the PEM electrolysis unit.
4. Determination of the efficiency of the PEM fuel cell.

▪ Electrolysis
▪ Electrode polarisation
▪ Decomposition voltage
▪ Galvanic elements
▪ Faraday's law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.7 Thermochemistry, calorimetry
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Determination of the enthalpy of vaporisation of liquids (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Determination of the enthalpy of vaporisation of liquids (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

The vaporization of a liquid occurs with heat absorption. To determine the enthalpy of vaporization, a known mass of the liquid which is
to be investigated is vaporized in a special vaporization vessel in a current of air. The quantity of heat absorbed, which corresponds to the
enthalpy of vaporization, can be calorimetrically determined.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3020411P3020411

1. Determine the molar enthalpy of vaporization of diethyl ether and methanol.
2. Calculate the molar entropies of vaporization and discuss the results under consideration of Trouton's rule.

▪ Enthalpy of vaporisation
▪ Enthalpy of condensation
▪ Enthalpy pf sublimation
▪ Vapour pressure
▪ Entropy of vaporization
▪ Clapeyron-Clausius equation
▪ Trouton's rule
▪ Law of thermodynamics
▪ Calorimetry

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.7 Thermochemistry, calorimetry

excellence in science
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Determination of the hydration enthalpy of an electrolyte (solution enthalpy) (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Determination of the hydration enthalpy of an electrolyte (solution enthalpy) (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

When a solid electrolyte dissolves in water, a positive or negative heat effect occurs as a result of the destruction of the crystal lattice and the
formation of hydrated ions. The enthalpy of hydration of copper sulphate can be calculated from the different heats of reaction measured
when anhydrous and hydrated copper sulphate are separately dissolved in water.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3020711P3020711

Determination of the enthalpy of neutralisation (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Determination of the enthalpy of neutralisation (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)
P3020811P3020811

Determination of the enthalpy of combustion with a calorimetric bombDetermination of the enthalpy of combustion with a calorimetric bomb
P3021401P3021401

1. Record temperature-time curves for the dissolution of anhydrous copper sulphate and hydrated copper sulphate in water.
2. Calculate the hydration enthalpy of anhydrous copper(II)sulphate.

▪ Integral enthalpy of solution
▪ Hess's law
▪ Lattice energy
▪ Ion solvation
▪ Calorimetry

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.7 Thermochemistry, calorimetry
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Determination of the heat of formation of waterDetermination of the heat of formation of water

PrinciplePrinciple

Standard molar enthalpies of formation ΔBHΦ are important compiled thermodynamics tabulation quantities for calculating standard en-
thalpies of reaction for any arbitrary reaction. They are defined as the heat of reaction occurring in the direct formation of one mole of the
pertinent pure substance from the stable pure elements at constant pressure. For spontaneous and quantitative formation reactions, e.g.
the conversion of hydrogen and oxygen to water, standard enthalpies of formation can be measured directly using calorimetry.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3021501P3021501

1. Determine the enthalpy of formation of water by burning 100 ml H2 in a closed glass jacket calorimeter.

▪ First law of thermodynamics
▪ Thermochemistry
▪ Calorimetry
▪ Enthalpy of formation
▪ Enthalpy of reaction

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.7 Thermochemistry, calorimetry

excellence in science
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Determination of the heat of formation for CO2 and CO (Hess's law)Determination of the heat of formation for CO2 and CO (Hess's law)

PrinciplePrinciple

The standard molar enthalpies of formation ΔBHΦ are important compiled thermodynamic tabulation quantities for calculating standard
enthalpies of reaction for any arbitrary reaction. They are defined as the heat of reaction occurring in the direct formation of one mole of
the pertinet pure substance from the stable pure elements at constant pressure. For spontaneous and quantitative formation reactions, e.g.
the conversion of carbon and oxygen to CO2, standard enthalpies of formation can be measured directly using calorimetry. Alternativly, the
can be calculated from known entahlpies of reaction using Hess's law.

TasksTasks

Determine the enthalpies of reaction for the combustion of

Use the experimentally determined enthalpies and Hess's law to calculate the enthalpies of formation of CO and CO2.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3021601P3021601

1. carbon and
2. carbon monoxide calometrically.

▪ First law of thermodynamics
▪ Thermochemistry
▪ Calorimetry
▪ Enthalpy of formation
▪ Enthalpy of reaction
▪ Hess's law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.7 Thermochemistry, calorimetry
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Determination of the heat of formation of CO2 andDetermination of the heat of formation of CO2 and

CO and Hess's lawCO and Hess's law

PrinciplePrinciple

Molar standard enthalpies of formation are important thermody-

namic tabular values used to calculate the standard enthalpies of

reaction for reactions of all kinds. They are defined as the heat of

reaction during the direct formation of one mol of the substance

concerned from the stable pure elements at constant pressure.

For reactions which proceed spontaneously, such as the formation

of carbon dioxide from carbon, the enthalpies of formation can

be determined directly by caloric measurements. If enthalpies of

formation are not directly accessible in this way, as in the case of

carbon monoxide, for example, they can be determined by means

of the Hess's law.

To do so in the example shown here, the enthalpies of reaction for

the combustion of two substances:

1. Carbon

2. Carbon monoxide

to form carbon dioxide are determined experimentally. These ex-

perimental values can be used to calculate the enthalpy of forma-

tion of carbon monoxide.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Handbuch Glasmantel

01196-1101196-11 German

Handbook Glass jacket system

01196-1201196-12 English

P1223900P1223900

Set calorimetrySet calorimetry

Set calorimetry, 230 VSet calorimetry, 230 V

43030-8843030-88

Cobra3 Data acquisition set for set calorimetryCobra3 Data acquisition set for set calorimetry

43030-3043030-30

Calorimeter, transparent, volume appr. 1200 mlCalorimeter, transparent, volume appr. 1200 ml

04402-0004402-00

Calorimetric bombCalorimetric bomb

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Calorimetric bomb for the quantitative determination of combustion

heat of liquid and solid organic substances under high oxygen pres-

sure.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Stainless steel body

▪ contents approx. 120 ml

▪ stainless steel lid with valve

▪ oxygen filling connection

▪ max. oxygen pressure 25 bar

▪ ignition wire.

04403-0004403-00

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.7 Thermochemistry, calorimetry

excellence in science
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Charge transport in solidsCharge transport in solids

PrinciplePrinciple

Measuring the temperature dependence of the resistivity of solids provides information on the mechanism of conduction and charge trans-

port in solids.

TasksTasks

Determine the temperature coefficient of iron wire, copper wire and constantan wire in the range of room temperature to 95°C.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3060111P3060111

Charge transport in liquids (Drying oven required!) (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Charge transport in liquids (Drying oven required!) (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

P3060211P3060211

▪ Electron conductivity

▪ Ion conductivity

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.8 Electrical Properties
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Determination of the activity coefficient by a conductivity measurementDetermination of the activity coefficient by a conductivity measurement

PrinciplePrinciple

The equivalent conductivity of strong electrolytes depends on their concentration. The quotient of the equivalent conductivity at a certain

concentration and the equivalent conductivity at infinite dilution is called the conductivity coefficient, which is tthe result of interionic

action.

TasksTasks

Measure the specific conductivities of various potassium chloride and calcium chloride solutions and calculate the equivalent con-

ductivities. Determine the equivalent conductivities at infinite dilution using the Kohlrausch equation and calculate the conductivity

coefficients.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3060801P3060801

▪ Equivalent conductivity

▪ Ion mobility

▪ Conductivity

▪ Interionic action

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.8 Electrical Properties
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Boiling point diagram of a binary mixtureBoiling point diagram of a binary mixture

PrinciplePrinciple

A boiling point diagram shows the boiling points of a binary mixture as a function of the vapour / liquid equilibrium of the mixture at con-
stant pressure. The boiling points of various mixtures of methanol and chloroform are measured and the composition of the liquid phases
are determined using refractometry and a calibration curve.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3030401P3030401

1. Determine the refractive indiced of the pure components and about 10 different mixtures of known composition.
2. Plot the boiling point diagram of the binary mixtured of methanol and chloroform.

▪ Fundamentals of distillation
▪ Equilibrium diagram
▪ Chemical potential
▪ Activity coefficient
▪ Raoult's law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.9 Refractive index and rotation angle
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Kinetics of the inversion of saccharoseKinetics of the inversion of saccharose

PrinciplePrinciple

The inversion reaction of saccharose, which is catalysed by protons, produces invert sugar, which is a mixture of glucose and fructose. The
reaction is accompanied by a change in the optical rotation of the system. Glucose rotates the polarisation plane of linearly polarised light
to the right, while inverted sugar rotates it to the left. A half-shade polarimeter is used for the measurement of the change in the angle of
rotation of polarised ligh during the inversion reaction of saccharose over time.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Reaction rate, First order reaction, Polarimetry, Optical rotation

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3050301P3050301

Abbe refractometerAbbe refractometer

Function and applicationsFunction and applications

Abbe refractometer for measuring the refraction index of liquids and solids with light of 590nm wavelength (sodium D line) and determining
average dispersion nC-nF.
The refractive index scale also includes an additional scale indicating sugar content from 0 - 95%. The prism and scales can be illuminated by
daylight or by a separate lighting unit.

Equipment and technical data:Equipment and technical data:

35912-0035912-00

1. Determine the specific rotation of saccharose and lactose by measuring the rotation angle of solutions of various concentrations.
2. Determine the rate constant of the inversion of saccharose.

▪ Measurement range: refractive indices 1.3-1.7
▪ Sugar content scale: 0-95%, corresponding to refractive indices from 1.33 to 1.53
▪ Precision: 0.0003
▪ Prism box with nozzles for connecting thermostats
▪ Protective storage box
▪ Adjustable glass plates
▪ 1 Bottle of immersion liquid (1-bromonaphthalene)
▪ Conversion and correction tables
▪ Thermometer, 0-70°C, with removable protective sleeve

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.9 Refractive index and rotation angle

excellence in science
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Half-shade polarimeter, 230 V ACHalf-shade polarimeter, 230 V AC

Function and ApplicationFunction and Application

Half-shade polarimeter

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

35906-9335906-93

▪ Polarimeter support with built-inlight source and filters

▪ polarimeter tube length 100 and 200 mm

▪ 2 scales 0-180 degrees

▪ division 1 degree

▪ vernier reading 0.05degrees with nonius

▪ light source sodium lamp 589 nm

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.9 Refractive index and rotation angle
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Law of integer ratio of volumesLaw of integer ratio of volumes

PrinciplePrinciple

According to Gay-Lussac's law of chemical volumes, gases react in volume ratios which are whole numbers. These values can be volumetrically

determined.

TasksTasks

Determine the volume ratio for the conversion of hydrogen and oxygen to water experimentally by burning gas mixtures of different

compositions and measuring the resulting gas volume.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3031401P3031401

Gay-Lussac's law of volumesGay-Lussac's law of volumes

P1223551P1223551

▪ Law of constant proportions

▪ Avogadro's law

▪ Gay-Lussac's law of chemical volumes

▪ General equation of state for ideal gases

▪ Gay-Lussac's first law

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.10 Stoichiometry

excellence in science
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Determination of molar mass using the ideal gas lawDetermination of molar mass using the ideal gas law

PrinciplePrinciple

All gases may be considered, to a first approximation, to obey the ideal gas equation which relates the pressure p, volume V, temperature T

and amount of substance n of a gas. The amount of gas n is expressed as the number of moles and is equal to m / M where m is the mass of
gas present and M is the mass of one mole of the gas. The volume occupied by a known mass of gas is to be measured at a given temperature
and pressure, so that the ideal das equation can be used to estimate the molar mass of the gas.

TasksTasks

Determine the molar masses of the gases helium, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and methane.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3010401P3010401

Determination of the molecular mass of a liquidDetermination of the molecular mass of a liquid

P3010501P3010501

Determination of the molar masses of metalsDetermination of the molar masses of metals

P1309400P1309400

▪ Molar mass and relative molar mass
▪ Properties of gases
▪ Ideal and ordinary gases
▪ Equations of state

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.11 Molar mass determination
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Boiling point elevationBoiling point elevation

PrinciplePrinciple

The boiling point of a solution is always higher than that of the pure solvent. The dependence of the temperature difference (elevated boiling
point) on the concentration of the solute can be determined using a suitable apparatus.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Raoult's law, Henry's law, Ebullioscopic constants, Chemical potential, Gibbs-Helmholtz equation, Concentration ratio, Degree of dissociation

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3021001P3021001

Freezing point depressionFreezing point depression

P3021101P3021101

1. Measure the increase in the boiling point of water as a function of the concentration of table salt, urea and hydroquinone.
2. Investigate the relationship between the increase in boiling point and the number of pellets.
3. Determine the molar mass of the solute from the relationship between the increase in boiling point and the concentration.

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.11 Molar mass determination
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Diffusion in gases: the diffusion coefficient of bromine in airDiffusion in gases: the diffusion coefficient of bromine in air

PrinciplePrinciple

Diffusion arises from the flow of matter down a concentration gradient. In the evaporation method, a stationary concentration gradient

is achieved in which the concentration decreases linearly with distance. Under these conditions the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing

substance may be calculated by a direct application of Fick's first law of diffusion.

TasksTasks

Measure the diffusion coefficient of bromine in air using an evaporation method.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3010301P3010301

▪ Kinetic theory of gases

▪ Transport properties

▪ Fick's laws of diffusion

▪ Self and mutual diffusion coefficients

▪ Alternative techniques e.g. Loschmidt's method

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.12 Diffusion and osmosis
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Determination of diffusion potentialsDetermination of diffusion potentials

PrinciplePrinciple

An electrochemical potential establishes itself at the interface between two solutions of different ion concentrations. The magnitude of this

is determined by the concentration ratio and the transference numbers of the ions involved. This potential difference can be measured as a

function of the concentration at semi-permeable and ion-selective membranes.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY

16504-1216504-12 English

P3061101P3061101

1. Measure the diffusion potential as a function of the concentration gradient at a cellophane membrane and at a cation-selective

membrane.

2. Determine the transference numbers of the ions in HCl, naCl and KCl.

▪ Concentration cells with transport

▪ Transference numbers

▪ Semi-permeable membrane

▪ Selectively permeable membrane

▪ Nernst equation

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.12 Diffusion and osmosis
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Brownian molecular motionBrownian molecular motion

PrinciplePrinciple

Molecules in liquids are relatively free to move. They can transfer

their energy to neighbouring molecules, causing them to oscillate.

This allows the motion of the molecules to be observed indirectly

simply using a microscope.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Allgemeine und anorganische Chemie 1

01835-0101835-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Inorganic Chemistry 1

01835-0201835-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química Generale Inorgánica 1

01835-0401835-04 Spanish

P1024800P1024800

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.12 Diffusion and osmosis
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Reaction speed and activation energy of the acid hydrolysis of ethyl acetateReaction speed and activation energy of the acid hydrolysis of ethyl acetate

PrinciplePrinciple

In acid solution, ethyl acetate is hydrolysed to equivalent quantities of ethanol and acetic acid according to a pseudo-first order rate law.
The alkalimetric determination of the acetic acid formed enables conclusions to be drawn on the temporal concentration of ester.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3050201P3050201

1. Determine the reaction rate constant for the acidolysis of ethyl acetate at two (or more) temperatures.
2. Calculate the activation energy of the reaction from the temperature dependence of the measured rate constants.

▪ Reaction rate
▪ Reaction rate constant
▪ Rate law for first and second order reactions
▪ Reactions with pseudo order
▪ Arrhenius equation
▪ Activation energy

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.13 Reaction kinetics
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Halogen exchange rateHalogen exchange rate

PrinciplePrinciple

Alkyl halides experience rapid halogen exchange reactions in appropriate solvents. These substitution reactions occur according to an SN2
mechanism. Their velocity can be advantageously monitored via conductivity measurements if the ion mobilities in question clearly differ,
or the number of charge carriers changes in the course of the reaction.

TasksTasks

Measure the specific conductivities of solutions of various concentrations of sodium iodide in acetone. Subsequently determine the
temporal concentrations of the co-reactants for the reaction of propyl bromide with sodium iodide (Finkelstein reaction) in acetone at
30°C. Based on the experimental data, establish the valid order of reaction and determine the rate constant.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Reaction rate, Rate laws for first and higher order reactions , Conductometry

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3050701P3050701

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.13 Reaction kinetics
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Conductometric measurement of the saponification of esters (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Conductometric measurement of the saponification of esters (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

Carboxylic acid esters are saponified in an alkaline medium according to the second order reaction rate (law). In the process, hydroxide ions
with a high ion mobility are consumed in reaction with an ester. The temporal course of reaction can thus be advantageously monitored by
using the measurements of the changing conductance.

TasksTasks

Determine the reaction rate constant for the saponification of ethyl butyrate in an ethanol-water mixture at 50°C via the conductance
measurements.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Reaction rate, Reaction rate constant, Reaction molecularity, Reaction order, First and second order reaction rates (laws), Conductance and
conductance measurements (conductometry)

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3050840P3050840

Conductometric measurement of the saponification of esters (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Conductometric measurement of the saponification of esters (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

P3050811P3050811

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.13 Reaction kinetics
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Enzyme kinetics: determination of the Michaelis-Menton constant (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Enzyme kinetics: determination of the Michaelis-Menton constant (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

In the enzymatic hydrolysis of urea in aqueous solution, carbon dioxide and ammonia result. Their ions increase the conductivity of the
solution. The velocity of the urea hydrolysis by the enzyme urease is measured via conductivity measurements at different substrate concen-
trations.

TasksTasks

Determine the Michaelis-Menton constant for the hydrolysis of urea by urease.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3050940P3050940

Enzyme kinetics: determination of the Michaelis-Menton constant (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)Enzyme kinetics: determination of the Michaelis-Menton constant (with the Cobra3 Basic-Unit)

P3050911P3050911

▪ Michaelis-Menton mechanism
▪ Reaction rate
▪ Enzyme kinetics
▪ Bodenstein principle
▪ Electrolytic conductivity

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.13 Reaction kinetics
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Immersion thermostat Alpha A, 230 VImmersion thermostat Alpha A, 230 V

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Immersion circulator with simple,reliable options for obtaining con-
sistent results. Compact unit can be combined with any existing baths
up to 25 mm wallthickness.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ Wide temperature range to meet application needs.
▪ Digital settings for simple operation.
▪ Strong pump for high temperature conformity.
▪ To be used with water as heat transfer liquid.
▪ Screw clamp for bath walls up to 25 mm.
▪ Robust design using high grade stainless steel and temperature

resistant polymer.
▪ Wear-free; integrated overload protection

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Heater capacity: 1.5 kW
▪ Temperature accuracy: ± 0.05 K
▪ Working temperature range: 25 to 85°C
▪ With additional cooling: -25 to 85°C
▪ Power supply: 230 V; 50-60 Hz
▪ Dimensions (WxDxH): 125 x 125 x 300 mm

AccessoriesAccessories

▪ Cooling coil (08493-01)
▪ Pump set (08493-02)

08493-9308493-93

Digital conductivity meterDigital conductivity meter

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

For measurement of the conductivity of liquids in combination with a
conductivity probe.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ The clearly arranged keyboard allows easy operation of the instru-
ment, which is distinguished by not only being capable of dis-
playing conductivity, but also derived quantities.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ cell connection via a5 pin diode socket.

▪ The following quantities are displayed: conductivity, specific res-
istance, concentration, temperature

▪ 31/2 digit demonstrative display,height of digits 20 mm
▪ Automatic temperature compensation
▪ Standard value of cell constants manually changeable or auto-

matic calibration with standard calibration solution
▪ RS 232 interface and software for datatransfer to a computer for

storage
▪ Automatic selection of measuring range and display of the units:

µS/cm ormS/cm ? cm or k? cm mg/l or g/l °C.
▪ Conductivity measuring range 0,001.200mS/cm; concentration c

= constant k ing/l or mg/l (the constant is dependenton the dis-
solved salts);

▪ interface RS232; mains supply 230 V/ 50...60 Hz.

13701-9313701-93

Cobra3 Chem-UnitCobra3 Chem-Unit

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Allows to measure all important measuring quantities in chemistry
and biology.

BenefitsBenefits

You can run the ChemUnit with a computer (via serialinterface) or
without a computer (combined with the Com-Unit).

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Inputs:

▪ pH/Potential: 0...14 pH (0.01 pH); -2.2...+2.2 V (+/-1mV) 10 Giga-
Ohm, BNC

▪ Conductivity:
6 ranges of measurement: 0...1000 mS/cm; pH/Potential and Con-
ductivity are electrically isolated

▪ Temperature: NiCr-Ni-Thermoelement T1,T2,T3; -100 to +1500
degr.C

▪ Temperature: Pt1000 sensor T4; -100 to +850 degr.C
▪ Temperature sensor in housing T0; 0 to 85 degr.C.
▪ Analog in 3 ranges of measur. +/-3.2V; 32V; 81V
▪ TTL In/Out for drop counter or motor piston burett
▪ Voltage output 5V / 0.2A e.g.for drop counter
▪ Connections RS232-D-Sub-9 jack-Bit rate up to 115200 bit/s
▪ Voltage supply 12V / 6W
▪ shock-resistant plastic housing with support bases, a wide range

of fixing possibilities and two lateral connectors for cascading
further units

12153-0012153-00

3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties3.4 Physical chemistry, material properties
3.4.13 Reaction kinetics
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3.5.13.5.1 Technical methodsTechnical methods 468468

3.5.23.5.2 Plastics chemistryPlastics chemistry 469469

3.5.33.5.3 Food chemistry, Everyday chemistryFood chemistry, Everyday chemistry 471471

Special subjectsSpecial subjects

3 Chemistry3 Chemistry
3.5 Special subjects
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Electrostatic flue gas cleaningElectrostatic flue gas cleaning

PrinciplePrinciple

This experiment modelling the principal functions of an electro-
static filter can also be set up conveniently as a complete experi-
ment on the comprehensive experiments panel.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1309200P1309200

Model experiment on the desulphurisation of flueModel experiment on the desulphurisation of flue

gasgas

PrinciplePrinciple

German coal contains an average of one tonne of sulphur per
100 tonnes of coal. During combustion, this generates in about
two tonnes of sulphur dioxide. Thus, a large 700-megawatt power
plant which burns about 200 tonnes of coal per hour produces
about 100 tonnes of sulphur dioxide per day. These days of course,
such a large quantity of a pollutant can no longer be simply re-
leased into the air, therefore these flue gases have to be desul-
phurised. This model experiment provides a simple demonstration
of the chemical processes of flue gas desulphurisation as it is car-
ried out in power plants today. The clear, compact setup and the

simplifications undertaken relative to industrial scale desulphur-
isation make it easy to understand the process.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310000P1310000

Thermite process, demonstr. setThermite process, demonstr. set

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

For the simple and safe demonstration of the thermite process. After
melting the liquid steel flows down through the steelclosing platelet
of the reaction crucible into the receiving crucible below.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Supplied completely, including all material neccessary.

36685-0036685-00

Biodiesel from New Vegetable Oil Lab ActivityBiodiesel from New Vegetable Oil Lab Activity

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Students explore green solutions to environmental issues by imple-
menting chemistry techniques to convert new vegetable oil to diesel
fuel. The final products are nontoxic and biodegradable; and the
cleaned, dry biodiesel product is road ready for any diesel powered
vehicle.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

The kit, developed by teacher, Pam Temons, contains instructions and
enough material for 10 setups.

AccessoriesAccessories

A fume hood is required to perform a portion of this activity.

89011-0089011-00

3.5 Special subjects3.5 Special subjects
3.5.1 Technical methods
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Properties of plastics (2): determination of theProperties of plastics (2): determination of the
density of plasticsdensity of plastics

PrinciplePrinciple

Plastics have different densities. Along with many other proper-
ties, this characteristic can be used to differentiate and identify
them - factors which play an important role in the sorting of
plastic waste for recycling, for example.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Polymerchemie
01838-0101838-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of Polymers
01838-0201838-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química de los Polimeros
01838-0401838-04 Spanish

P1171100P1171100

Polyaddition (2): formation of polyurethanePolyaddition (2): formation of polyurethane

PrinciplePrinciple

The reaction of dialcohols with diisocyanates forms polyurethane.
This is an example of a polyaddition reaction. The reaction releases
heat which causes a foaming agent (water) to foam up the plastic
that is formed.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Polymerchemie
01838-0101838-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of Polymers
01838-0201838-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química de los Polimeros
01838-0401838-04 Spanish

P1172500P1172500

Step-growth polymerisation (2): production ofStep-growth polymerisation (2): production of
nylonnylon

PrinciplePrinciple

The reaction of sebacoyl chloride with hexamethylenediamine
forms Nylon 610®. The two components are dissolved in two
solvents of different density which do not mix with one another.
For this reason, a reaction can take place only at the contact
surface between the two phases. This interfacial polymerisation
makes it possible to pull a continuous string from the glass beaker
(rope trick). The test can also be carried out without the winding
reel pictured here. In that case the nylon thread is simply wound
up onto a glass rod.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Polymerchemie
01838-0101838-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of Polymers
01838-0201838-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química de los Polimeros
01838-0401838-04 Spanish

P1172100P1172100

Modification of plastics (5): production ofModification of plastics (5): production of
polystyrene foampolystyrene foam

PrinciplePrinciple

Polystyrene containing n-pentane as a foaming agent can easily
increase its original volume by 20 to 50 times when heated with
steam. If pre-foamed polystyrene of this type is sintered together
in a closed mould to make a section with a closed cell structure,
the resulting moulded polystyrene foam part exhibits high
strength at low density and is therefore ideally suited for pack-
aging material and for thermal and sound insulation boards. The
experiment uses simple materials to help students understand this
industrial processing technique.

3.5 Special subjects3.5 Special subjects
3.5.2 Plastics chemistry
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Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Polymerchemie
01838-0101838-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of Polymers
01838-0201838-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química de los Polimeros
01838-0401838-04 Spanish

P1173000P1173000

Tyndall effect in macromoleculesTyndall effect in macromolecules

PrinciplePrinciple

An iris diaphragm is used to bundle the light from a torch, which is
then passed through a glass beaker filled with sample solution. In
a pure sodium chloride solution, the beam of light is invisible. In
a polymer solution, however, scattered light is clearly visible from
the side. This so-called 'Tyndall effect' occurs only if the size of
the dissolved particles falls within the range of the wavelength of
visible light. The test procedure describes how to proceed using a
polymer solution, but the test can also be run for a biology class in

the same way using a filtered egg white solution.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Polymerchemie
01838-0101838-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of Polymers
01838-0201838-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química de los Polimeros
01838-0401838-04 Spanish

P1170200P1170200

Mold, spherical, diameter 40mmMold, spherical, diameter 40mm

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

For the foaming of polystyrene.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ 2 hemispherical aluminium parts with screws with which they
can be tightly fastened together and opened up again

▪ External diameter: 63 mm
▪ Internal diameter: 40 mm

35033-0035033-00

TESS Chemistry set 4, PolymersTESS Chemistry set 4, Polymers

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

This chemistry equipment system Chemistry of Polymers consists of 2
interdependent equipments sets which are required to perform 36
experiments.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Syringe, 10ml, Luer 10 pcs , Cannula, 20 pcs 1, PVC tubing, d=7mm,
l=1m, Litmus paper blue, booklet , Cardboard beakers, 150ml, 5 pcs
, Iron basin, hemispherical , 1 Dish,plastic,150x150x65mm, 2 Fun-
nel, d= 80mm, glass , 1Mold, spherical, 1Glass beaker, short, 150
ml , 2Glass beaker, short, 250 ml, 2Glass beaker, short, 400 ml , 2
Test tube , 3 Test tube, side arm, 1Erlenmeyer flask, narrow neck,
1Erlenmeyer flask, wide neck , 1Graduated pipette, 1 ml , 1Gradu-
ated pipette, 5 ml , 1Graduated cylinder, 10 ml, 1Graduated cyl-
inder, 50 ml , 1Glass tube, right-angled,60+85mm, 1Glass tube,
right-angled,155+85mm, 1Test tube, 10 pcs, 1Students thermomet-
er,-10..+110°C, 1Lab thermometer,-10..+250°C, 1Lighter, 1Flints, 3
pcs, 1 Rubber stopper,w/o hole 22/17mm , 2 Rubber stopper,w. hole
22/17mm , 3 Rubber stopper,w/o hole 32/26mm , 1Sieve, fine mesh,
1Painters brush, hard, 1Pipettor, bulb, 3 valves , 1Scissors, 1Petri
dish, d=40mm , 2Petri dish, d=100mm

13293-8813293-88

TESS Chemistry set 2 Basic SetTESS Chemistry set 2 Basic Set
13298-8813298-88

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of PolymersTESS Chemistry manual Chemistry of Polymers
01838-0201838-02

3.5 Special subjects3.5 Special subjects
3.5.2 Plastics chemistry
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TESS Chemistry set 5 Food ChemistryTESS Chemistry set 5 Food Chemistry

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

This chemistry equipment system Food Chemistry consists of 2 inter-
dependent equipments sets which are required to perform 52 exper-
iments to the following topics:

▪ Proteins (4 Experiments)
▪ Fat (14 Experiments)
▪ Beverage (3 Experiments)
▪ Spices (1 Experiments)
▪ Carbohydrate (15 Experiments)
▪ Vitamines and minerals (2 Experiments)
▪ Water (3 Experiments)
▪ Additives (10 Experiments)

BenefitsBenefits

▪ complete device set: simple implementation of the experiments
▪ rugged storage: durable, easy to store (stackable), fast verification

of the integrity (foam insert)
▪ experimental literature available for students and teachers: min-

imal preparation time
▪ adjusted to the education plans: all topics covered

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ The device set consists of all the components necessary for the
experiments

▪ Sturdy, stackable storage box with molded foam insert device

AccessoriesAccessories

▪ Manual 01839-02
▪ TESS Chemistry Set 2, also required 13298-88

13294-8813294-88

TESS Chemistry set 2 Basic SetTESS Chemistry set 2 Basic Set

13298-8813298-88

TESS Chemistry manual Food ChemistryTESS Chemistry manual Food Chemistry

01839-0201839-02

Toothpaste Evaluation Lab ActivityToothpaste Evaluation Lab Activity

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

This educational activity not only reinforces basic laboratory skills,
but also allows students to gauge the value of various toothpastes.
By using their own samples, students' interest levels will be raised
and their understanding of basic concepts will be increased. They will
evaluate the percent of solids, pH, foam formation, abrasive action,
and the presence of several ingredients.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

It comes with enough materials for 12 setups, instructor's and assess-
ment manuals, and student data sheets.

87920-0087920-00

3.5 Special subjects3.5 Special subjects
3.5.3 Food chemistry, Everyday chemistry
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3.5 Special subjects3.5 Special subjects
3.5.3 Food chemistry, Everyday chemistry
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3.6.13.6.1 Chemical synthesisChemical synthesis 474474

3.6.23.6.2 Working with gasesWorking with gases 475475

3.6.33.6.3 ExtractionExtraction 477477

3.6.43.6.4 DistillationDistillation 478478

Preparative chemistryPreparative chemistry

3 Chemistry3 Chemistry
3.6 Preparative chemistry
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Reaction of aldehydes with ammoniaReaction of aldehydes with ammonia

PrinciplePrinciple

Aldehydes are not only easily oxidised, they are also capable of ad-
dition reactions. In this way, the addition of dried gaseous am-
monia to an ethereal solution of acetaldehyde forms 1-amino-
ethanol, which precipitates out of the solution as a solid.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1308700P1308700

Synthesis of ethyl acetate and butyl acetateSynthesis of ethyl acetate and butyl acetate

PrinciplePrinciple

Carboxylic acids and alcohols can react with esters under suitable
conditions. Water forms as a by-product and, under the properly
selected reaction conditions, it can be continuously separated by
means of a distilling trap (Dean-Stark apparatus). The progress of
the reaction can be followed very clearly based on the quantity
of water separated. The set-up depicted here with components
from the comprehensive chemistry/biotechnology experiment set
enables optimum visibility of the glass equipment and can be set
up rapidly.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1309100P1309100

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.1 Chemical synthesis
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Carbon dioxide, preparation and propertiesCarbon dioxide, preparation and properties

PrinciplePrinciple

Carbon dioxide can be obtained very simply from carbonates (e.g.
marble) by dripping acid onto them. The properties of the gas ob-
tained in this way can then be investigated with little difficulty.
The student experiment described here demonstrates, among oth-
er things, two of the most important properties of carbon dioxide:
the density of the gas is greater than that of air and it can extin-
guish flames.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Allgemeine und anorganische Chemie 1
01835-0101835-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Inorganic Chemistry 1
01835-0201835-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química Generale Inorgánica 1
01835-0401835-04 Spanish

TESS Chemie Handbuch Chemie
01841-0101841-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry
01841-0201841-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química General,Inorgánica e Or-
gánica
01841-0401841-04 Spanish

P1026300P1026300

Preparation of methanePreparation of methane

PrinciplePrinciple

With the help of the simple experiment set-up shown here, meth-
ane can be made from aluminium carbide and water. If the meth-
ane gas is collected in a test tube, it is then possible to investigate
its properties.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Organische Chemie
01837-0101837-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Organic Chemistry
01837-0201837-02 English

TESS Chemie Handbuch Chemie
01841-0101841-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry
01841-0201841-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química General,Inorgánica e Or-
gánica
01841-0401841-04 Spanish

P1036500P1036500

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.2 Working with gases
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Chemical fountainChemical fountain

PrinciplePrinciple

Some gases such as hydrogen chloride dissolve readily in water.
For example, 1 litre of water at 20°C can dissolve approximately
443 litres of hydrogen chloride. For example, vacuum builds up
quickly in a closed flask when the gas comes in contact with water,
because the gas dissolves in the water and additional water is
drawn into the flask. This is the basis of how the chemical foun-
tain works - an exciting way to demonstrate the solubility of gases
in water.
In the variant depicted here, the hydrogen chloride is generated,
fills the flask of the fountain and causes the fountain to fizz - all
in a single apparatus.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1310100P1310100

Synthesis of waterSynthesis of water

PrinciplePrinciple

In the apparatus, hydrogen is burned in a pure oxygen atmo-
sphere, whereby water is generated as a reaction product. In a
complete conversion, 100 ml of hydrogen combines with 50 ml of
oxygen, i.e. the volume ratio of the reaction is 2 to 1.

2 H2 + O2 -> 2 H2O

The mass of the water produced can be determined by weighing
out the combustion chamber before and after the reaction on an
analytical balance. That mass and the quantity of material calcu-
lated from the volume of the hydrogen can be used to determine
the molar mass of the water.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1312100P1312100

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.2 Working with gases
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How can the purity of fats be tested?How can the purity of fats be tested?

PrinciplePrinciple

A small share of vegetable and animal fats cannot be saponified.

For this reason, that part is referred to as the 'unsaponifiable'

component. It is a mixture of different organic substances such as

hydrocarbons, sterols, dyes and vitamins. In order to determine

this 'unsaponifiable' share of fats, they are first saponified with

caustic potash. Ligroin is then used to extract the unsaponified

fraction from the reaction mixture.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Lebensmittelchemie

01839-0101839-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Food Chemistry

01839-0201839-02 English

P1266100P1266100

How can the fat content of foodstuffs beHow can the fat content of foodstuffs be

determined in a quantitative manner?determined in a quantitative manner?

PrinciplePrinciple

The discussion of healthy nutrition focuses on the fat content

of foodstuffs. For this reason, it is important to know the exact

fat content of individual foodstuffs. The experiment shown here

presents a method for the quantitative determination of the fat

content of foodstuffs by extraction using a Soxhlet apparatus. This

small size of this Soxhlet extractor makes it possible to extract

small quantities using extremely small amounts of solvent.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Lebensmittelchemie

01839-0101839-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Food Chemistry

01839-0201839-02 English

P1266000P1266000

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.3 Extraction
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Boiling point diagram of a binary mixtureBoiling point diagram of a binary mixture

PrinciplePrinciple

A boiling point diagram shows the boiling points of a binary mixture as a function of the vapour / liquid equilibrium of the mixture at con-
stant pressure. The boiling points of various mixtures of methanol and chloroform are measured and the composition of the liquid phases
are determined using refractometry and a calibration curve.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3030401P3030401

1. Determine the refractive indiced of the pure components and about 10 different mixtures of known composition.
2. Plot the boiling point diagram of the binary mixtured of methanol and chloroform.

▪ Fundamentals of distillation
▪ Equilibrium diagram
▪ Chemical potential
▪ Activity coefficient
▪ Raoult's law

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.4 Distillation
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Determination of the number of theoretical trays in a distillation columnDetermination of the number of theoretical trays in a distillation column

PrinciplePrinciple

The separation power of a rectification (fractionating) column can be determined using an appropriate binary mixture whose equilibrium
composition is measured in the distillation flask and in the domed glass head of the distillation apparatus. The number of theoretical trays
can be numerically or graphically obtained from the measured values.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Bubble tray column, Rectification, Raoult's law, Henry's / Dalton's law, Boiling-point diagram, Reflux ratio

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3031501P3031501

1. Prepare 10 mixtures of methyl cyclohexane and n-heptane with substance ratios (mole fractions) from 0 to 1 and with step width
of approximately 0.1. To record a calibration curve, determine the refractive indices of the mixtures and plot them against the
mole fractions.

2. Distill a mixture of methyl cyclohexane and n-heptane in a rectification column with total reflux until an equilibrium has been
established. Determine the composition of the condensate and the number of theoretical trays in the column for a thoughput of
500 and 1000 ml/h.

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.4 Distillation
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Fractional distillation with the bubble tray column (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Fractional distillation with the bubble tray column (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

In countercurrent distillation (rectification) using a column, the rising vapour can enter into interactions with the condensate. In this man-
ner, a fractional distillation, i.e. a distillation in several steps for the separation of substances with similar boiling points, can be performed
in a single apparatus. If bubble tray columns are used condensate can be removed from the individual bubble trays.

TasksTasks

Investigate the mode of operation of a fractionating tower on a two-stage bubble tray column. Distil a mixture of three n-alcanes first
with total reflux and then without any reflux. Subsequently, examine and compare the initial mixture, the sump product, the head
products and the condensates of both trays gas chromatographically.

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Bubble tray column, Rectification, Continuous and discontinuous distillation, Vapour pressure, Vaporisation, Condensation, Raoult's law, Gas
chromatography

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3031640P3031640

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
3.6.4 Distillation
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DistillationDistillation

PrinciplePrinciple

In the experiment introduced here, a mixture of water and
methylated spirits made up by students themselves is to be sep-
arated into its components. The alcohol contained in the mixture
will be distilled and collected in a conical flask. The simple distil-
lation apparatus used here is made of nothing more than a distil-
lation flask with a cooling jacket fitted to a nozzle in the neck and
is highly suitable for introducing students to the basic principles
of distillation.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Allgemeine und anorganische Chemie 1
01835-0101835-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Inorganic Chemistry 1
01835-0201835-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química Generale Inorgánica 1
01835-0401835-04 Spanish

P1023200P1023200

Distillation - determination of the alcohol contentDistillation - determination of the alcohol content
of wineof wine

PrinciplePrinciple

If the alcohol content of a wine is determined directly with an al-
cohol meter (hydrometer), the resulting alcohol content reading is
approximately 0% by volume. This is due to the composition of the
wine. The effect of the alcohol on the density is cancelled out by
other components such as sugars, acids, essential oils, etc.

For this reason, in order to determine alcohol content by density,
the alcohol must be separated out by means of distillation prior to
the determination. This corresponds to the official method which
currently applies for measuring alcohol in wines. First the wine is
titrated to neutrality against bromothymol blue. After transfer to
the distillation apparatus, two thirds of this wine sample is dis-
tilled off into the receiver flask. Subsequently the distillate is filled
back up to the original volume again. Now the density is measured
with a pycnometer or hydrometer.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1308900P1308900

Model experiment on the fractional distillation ofModel experiment on the fractional distillation of
petroleumpetroleum

PrinciplePrinciple

When the model experiment on the distillation of petroleum is
conducted using the comprehensive chemistry/biotechnology ex-
periments system, the glass equipment clearly stands out against
the dark background of the large-format base plate. The strong
contrast between this subdued background and glass equipment
makes it easy for observers to recognise and understand the ex-
periment set-up.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1308600P1308600

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
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Fractionation of petroleumFractionation of petroleum

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Apparatus for demonstrating fractional distillation of petroleum.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ 1 x H-shaped "PASS" base with 5 spans
▪ 2 x stainless steel stand bases, 18/8, l = 750 mm, d = 12 mm
▪ 1 x NS 19/26 to GL 18/8 attachment
▪ 1 x NS 19/26 to GL 25/12 attachment
▪ 1 x attachment to NS 19/26 nozzles
▪ 1 x Dimroth cooler, GL 25/12
▪ 1 x round-bottom flask, 100 ml, 2 necks, GL 25/12, GL 18/8
▪ 1 x round-bottom flask, 250 ml, 2 necks, NS 19/26
▪ 1 x recovery tube, GL 18/8
▪ 1 x bubble-cap column model with two sections
▪ 1 x drying tube, straight, 200 mm, SB 19
▪ 3 x double clamps-cross clamps
▪ 3 x universal clamp, adjustment screw on moving side
▪ 3 x lab thermometers, -10 ... +150°C
▪ 2 x lab thermometers with immersion shaft, -10 ... +250°C
▪ 1 x lab thermometer, -10 ... +250°C
▪ 1 x rubber hose, internal diameter = 8 mm
▪ 4 x hose clips for diameter = 8-12 mm, single-piece
▪ 4 x joining clips, plastic, NS 19
▪ 1 x set of 10 Teflon sleeves, NS 19

35914-8835914-88

Set rectification plant, 230 VSet rectification plant, 230 V
35918-8835918-88

Data acquisitation set for set rectification plant, 230 VData acquisitation set for set rectification plant, 230 V
35918-5035918-50

Rectification systemRectification system

For setup of the rectification system, rack system for distillation ap-
paratus (35917-00) and distillation system, unsilvered (35917-88),
are required:

Rack system for distillation apparatus (35917-00)Rack system for distillation apparatus (35917-00)

Stable frame for setup of the distillation system (35917-88) consisting
of:

▪ Preassembled frame of powder-coated 22 mm steel pipes, with
chrome-plated socket couplings

▪ 2 Installation wrenches
▪ Chemical-resistant shelf for temperature-measuring gauges, etc
▪ Fire-protection trough with fire protection for the collection of

inflammable liquid possibly discharging
▪ Dimensions (WxHxD): 70 cm x 200 cm x 35 cm

Distillation system, unsilvered (35917-88)Distillation system, unsilvered (35917-88)
System for the distillation separation of mixtures difficult to separate,
and for the demonstration of the principles of rectification, consisting
of:

2 Packed columns, unsilvered, h = 400 mm, 2 Column adapter pieces,
unsilvered, 1 Column head with intensive cooler, unsilvered, 1 Im-
mersion tube with PTFE valve, 1 Sampling device with 2 PTFE valves, 1
Liebig condenser for distillation systems with vacuum stopping device,
GL 25/12, 1 Receiver for distillation systems with 2 PTFE valves, 50
ml, GL 25/12, 185 g mesh wire rings with cross-piece, steel, 2 Column
holders, 10 Teflon collars, NS 29, 2 Extension pieces, NS 29/32 on GL
18/8, 1 Extension piece, NS 29/32 on GL 25/12, 2 Adhesion columns, 6
Hose protections for d = 5-12 mm, 2 Hose protections for d = 10-17
mm, 1 Pipetting ball, 12 m PVC hose, di = 7 mm, 1 Protective sleeve
for temperature sensor, glass, overall length 450 mm, 10 Injectors, 10
ml, LUER, 20 Cannulae, 0.60 x 60 mm, LUER, 4 Polished face clamps,
plastic, NS 29, 10 Covers, GL 18, 100 Fixing strips, universal

ForFor implementationimplementation ofof distillation,distillation, thethe followingfollowing areare additionallyadditionally
required:required:
▪ Distillation flask (e.g. 4-neck flask, 6000 ml)
▪ Heating for distillation flask
▪ Thermometer or electronic temperature detector
▪ Distillation product

Rack-system for distillation apparatusRack-system for distillation apparatus
35917-0035917-00

Distillation system, without silveringDistillation system, without silvering
35917-8835917-88

3.6 Preparative chemistry3.6 Preparative chemistry
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Filtration, magnetic separationFiltration, magnetic separation

PrinciplePrinciple

This experiment to be performed by students themselves, demon-

strates how a mixture of salt and sand can be separated into its

components. This involves adding some water to a mixture of sol-

id salt and solid sand to make a suspension which is then poured

through a filter paper. The sand will remain in the filter while the

salt will dissolve into a solution which passes through the filter

into a beaker underneath.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Software interTESS Chemistry, DVD

01060-0001060-00

TESS Chemie Handbuch Allgemeine und anorganische Chemie 1

01835-0101835-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Inorganic Chemistry 1

01835-0201835-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química Generale Inorgánica 1

01835-0401835-04 Spanish

TESS Chemie Handbuch Chemie

01841-0101841-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Chemistry

01841-0201841-02 English

TESS advanced Química manual Química General,Inorgánica e Or-

gánica

01841-0401841-04 Spanish

P1023000P1023000

What components is starch made of?What components is starch made of?

PrinciplePrinciple

Starch consists of the polysaccharides amylose and amylopectin.

Their different solubility in water makes it possible to separate

these two components from one another by heating the starch

with water and pouring the warm solution through a pleated fil-

ter. Due to its poor solubility in water, the undissolved amylopec-

tin is trapped by the filter while the aqueous amylose solution col-

lects in the glass beaker.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS Chemie Handbuch Lebensmittelchemie

01839-0101839-01 German

TESS Chemistry manual Food Chemistry

01839-0201839-02 English

P1261900P1261900

3.6.4 Distillation3.6.4 Distillation
3.6.4.1 Filtration
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3.7.13.7.1 Diode array spectrometerDiode array spectrometer and spectral setand spectral set 486486

3.7.23.7.2 Photometer and spectrometerPhotometer and spectrometer 487487

Photometry and spectroscopyPhotometry and spectroscopy
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Measurespec spectrometer with cuvette holder andMeasurespec spectrometer with cuvette holder and

light sourcelight source

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

This set consisting of a Measurespec spectrometer (35610-00) and
a cuvette holder and light source for the Measurespec (35610-99)
makes it possible to record both emission and absorption spectra.
The light to be investigated is guided by optical fibres to a grid fixed
inside the spectrometer, which disperses it into its spectral colours.
The spectrum is recorded with the aid of a CCD array, which records
the entire spectrum at once, making it possible to reliably record rap-
id changes in the spectrum itself. The spectra can be displayed and
stored by means of the supplied software with its versatile function-
ality. The spectrometer is connected to a PC via a USB port, which also
suffices to supply power to the spectrometer, so that no additional
supply is needed. The cuvette holder holds standard cuvettes meas-
uring 1 cm x 1 cm. The built-in light source makes it possible to re-
cord absorption spectra for solutions. The rapid measuring rate of the
spectrometer even allows the speed of reactions involving changes in
colour to be measured (reaction kinetics). Light having passed through
the cuvette is guided into the spectrometer via optical fibre. Fibres for
fluorescence measurements can also be attached at 90° to the path
of the incident light.

BenefitsBenefits

Spectrometer:

▪ Robust aluminium case
▪ Rapid measurement of full spectral range
▪ Flexible introduction of light to be investigated by means of op-

tical fibres
▪ No additional power supply required
▪ Measurement of emission spectra and absorption spectra
▪ Intuitive "measure" software for controlling the apparatus and

recording spectra

Cuvette holder:

▪ Robust aluminium case
▪ Long-lived tungsten lamp
▪ Flexible introduction of light to be investigated by means of op-

tical fibres
▪ Universal power supply via plug-in transformer
▪ Measurement of absorption spectra, fluorescence spectra, reac-

tion kinetics

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Spectrometer:

▪ Supplied with software, USB cable and optical fibres
▪ Range of wavelengths: 350...850 nm
▪ Detector: silicon CCD array
▪ Resolution: 4 nm
▪ Connection to computer: USB
▪ Optical fibre connection: SMA 905
▪ Dimensions (mm): 170 x 126 x 55

Cuvette holder:

▪ Supplied with plug-in power supply and optical fibres
▪ Type of lamp: tungsten (lifetime approx. 2000 hours)
▪ Optical fibres: 50 µm x 2 m
▪ 2 optical fibre connectors: SMA 905
▪ Size of cuvettes: 1 cm x 1 cm
▪ Power supply: 100 ... 240 V / 50 ... 60 Hz
▪ Dimensions (mm): 95 x 51 x 46

AccessoriesAccessories

Matching cuvettes:

▪ Cuvettes for spectral photometer, optical glass, 12 x 12 x 45 mm,
set of 2 (35664-02)

▪ Polystyrene macro-cuvette, 12 x 12 x 44 mm, 4 ml, set of 100
(35663-10)

35610-8835610-88

3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy
3.7.1 Diode array spectrometer and spectral set
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Distribution equilibriumDistribution equilibrium

PrinciplePrinciple

At constant temperature and under constant pressure, a dissolved substance distributes itself between two immiscible liquids in a constant
concentration ratio. This ratio is equal to the partition coefficient (distribution coefficient) of the substance examined in the given two-
phase system.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3030701P3030701

1. Measure the extinction of various concentrated solutions of trans-azobenzene in acetonitrile at constant wavelength. Subse-
quently determine the equilibrium concentrations (extinctions) of trans-azobenzene in the system n-heptane / acetonitrile after
single and repeated distribution at constant temperature.

2. Calculate the partition coefficients and effectiveness of the extractions from the experimental data and compare them.

▪ Principles of thermodynamics
▪ Partial molar free enthalpy (chemical potential)
▪ Equilibrium between phases
▪ Distribution and extraction
▪ Nernst distribution equation
▪ Lambert-Beer law
▪ Photometry

3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy
3.7.2 Photometer and spectrometer
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Dissociation constantsDissociation constants

PrinciplePrinciple

The coloured indicator thymol blue is a weak acid that is partially dissociated in aqueous solution, whereby non-ionized and ionized forms
show absorption maximums at different wavelengths in the visible range. Photometric measurements in the visible spectral range can there-
fore be used to advantage to determine the postion of the Ka and pKa values of the indicator which characterize disscociation equilibrium.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3031101P3031101

Absorption of light (UV-VIS spectroscopy)Absorption of light (UV-VIS spectroscopy)

PrinciplePrinciple

The structures of molecules are not changed by their chemical environment in the gas phase. In contrast to this, on transition to the con-
densed phase, in dilute solution, the solvent changes the binding state of the dissolved substance. One of the way this influence makes itself
shown is in the elctron spectrum (solvatochromatic shift).

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3070101P3070101

1. Experimentally determine the extinction (absorbance) of an aqueous solution of thymol blue (thymolsulphonephthalein) in dilute
HCl, NaOH and a buffer of known pH values as a function of wavelength between 400 and 700 nm at constant concentration and
constant temperature.

2. Calculate the dissociation constant (indicator constant) Ka from the measurement results.

▪ True and potential electrolytes
▪ Strong and weak acids
▪ Law of mass action
▪ Dissociation constants and pKa values
▪ Henderson-Hasselbalch- equation
▪ UV-visible spectrometry
▪ Lambert-Beer's Law
▪ Photometry

1. Plot and discuss UV-visible absorption spectra of methyl orange in various solvents.
2. From the decadic molar extinction coefficients of the bands in the visible range, determine the type of electron transition that

causes these bands.
3. Plot the wavelengths of the absorption maxima in the visible range against the dielectric constants of the various solvents.

▪ Absorption of light
▪ Electron excitation
▪ Influence of solvents
▪ Solvatochromic, hypsochromic and bathochromic shifts
▪ Lambert-Beer's Law
▪ Decadic molar extinction coefficient

3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy
3.7.2 Photometer and spectrometer
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Absorption spectra and pKa values of p-methoxyphenolAbsorption spectra and pKa values of p-methoxyphenol

PrinciplePrinciple

For weak acids HA, the position of the Ka and pKa values that characterize the dissociation equilibrium in the ground state can be determined
from photometric measurements in solutions having different pH values. Further to this, the pKa* value for the excited state is accessible
from the spectrophotometric data.

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3070401P3070401

1. Record near UV absorption spectra of p-methoxyphenol in dilute HCl, NaOH and 5 different borate buffer solutions of known pH.
2. Calculate the pKa and pKa* values for the system.

▪ Ground and excitation states of molecules
▪ Electron excitation spectroscopy (UV-visible spectrometry)
▪ Spectroscopical energy and adsorption measurement
▪ Jablonski diagram and Förster cycle
▪ pKa and pKa* values
▪ Henderson-Hasselbalch equation
▪ Van't Hoff's reaction isotherms
▪ Gibbs-Helmholtz equation
▪ Lambert-Beer's Law
▪ Photometry

3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy
3.7.2 Photometer and spectrometer
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Reagent case for water analysis with filterReagent case for water analysis with filter

photometerphotometer

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

This excursion case enables students to actively participate in the
measurement of water parameters in your immediate neighbourhood.
Rapid chemical analyses provide meaningful results in a very short
time. The colourimetric tests can be reproducibly and exactly evalu-
ated by using the portable filter photometer.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ Compact water laboratory for mobile use with photometer, re-
agents and accessories in a new robust case with a premium
foamed plastic insert

▪ increased accuracy and reproducibility by photometric evaluation
of colourimetric tests

▪ economic refill packs with up to 200 determinations per para-
meter

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Reagent case with Photometer PF-12 incl. manual and 4 batteries
with filters for the following wave lengths: 345 / 436 / 470 / 540
/ 585 / 620 / 690 nm

▪ Software for transfering the measured data to a PC
▪ Manual with test instructions for test kits
▪ 4 empty tubes
▪ 1 funnel
▪ 1 beaker 25 ml
▪ 1 syringe 5 ml
▪ 1 syringe 1 ml
▪ 1 thermometer
▪ 2 titration syringes with dropping tips
▪ 2 titration test tubes
▪ The following test kits: Ammonium, iron, nitrate, nitrite, phos-

phate, pH , carbonate hardness and total hardness

AccessoriesAccessories

▪ Ni-MH accumulators, Mignon, 1.2 V, 2000 mAh, Eneloop Type, 4
pcs. (07930-03)

▪ Fast Charging System for up to 4 Ni-MH accumulators, 100...240
V (07930-99)

▪ Refill packs of the test kits

30839-0030839-00

Spectrophotometer, SPEC 5000, 335-1000 nmSpectrophotometer, SPEC 5000, 335-1000 nm

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

The spectrophotometer is an easy to use device for measurement of
the degree of absorption or transmission of liquid samples in the vis-
ible range (335...1000nm).

BenefitsBenefits

The display shows the wavelength, the degree of absorption and
transmission or the concentration respectively , it has RS232 resp. USB
interfaces for connecting to a computer.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

Light source: Tungsten, Wavelength range: 335 ... 1000 nm,
Wavelength precision: ± 2 nm, Wavelength repeatibility: ± 1 nm,
Spectral bandwidth: 10 nm, Cuvette holder: for square cuvettes with
external dimensions 12 mm x 12 mm, External dimensions (mm): 385
x 310 x190, Mains connection: 230 V, 50 Hz, Included: Two square cu-
vettes (glass), Data cable for connecting to PC, Two spare fuces (1 A)

35667-9335667-93

Spectrophotometer S800, 330...800 nmSpectrophotometer S800, 330...800 nm

35600-9935600-99

Repacement lamp for Spectrometer S800 and S1200Repacement lamp for Spectrometer S800 and S1200

35600-0135600-01

Diode-array spectrometer S1200, 330...800 nmDiode-array spectrometer S1200, 330...800 nm

35601-9935601-99

Repacement lamp for Spectrometer S800 and S1200Repacement lamp for Spectrometer S800 and S1200

35600-0135600-01

Spectrophotometer 190-1100 nmSpectrophotometer 190-1100 nm

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Spectrophotometer 190-1100 nm

BenefitsBenefits

▪ The UV-VIS spectral photometer is characterised by its compact
design and due to its wide range of possible uses.

▪ Operation is via a clearly set out overlay keyboard on the screen
dialogue.

3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy
3.7.2 Photometer and spectrometer
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▪ Current wavelengths and measured values can be displayed in
large format.

▪ Alternatively, all measured values can also be presented graphic-
ally or in table format on the LCD screen with background light-
ing.

▪ Strong light, high performance optics enable absorption and
transmission measurements to be taken in the whole wavelength
range of 200 to 1100 nm with automatic switching between the
twolight sources.

▪ A high speed scanner minimises the susceptibility to errors during
a wavelength changeover and thusenables very precise measure-
ment.

▪ Storage of measurement parameters,data, calibration curves,
spectra,etc.-

▪ Spectral scanning of samples with freely selectable wavelength
range,automatic baseline correction and band/trough identifica-
tion

▪ Production of a calibration curve withup to 10 concentration
standards,details of the straight line formula,automatic correc-
tion against the zerosolution

▪ The device can be connected to aprinter or computer with a serial
port via an installed Centronix or RS232interface.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Light sources: 1 Halogen lamp1 Deuterium lamp
▪ Wavelength range: 190-1100 nm
▪ Wavelength accuracy: ± 1 nm
▪ Wavelength repeatability: ± 0.3 nm
▪ Spectral bandwidth: 5 nm
▪ Photometric range: - 0.3 to 3 Abs0.0 to 200% Transmittance
▪ Long-term stability: ± 0.005 Abs/h
▪ Cuvette holder: for square cuvettes with external dimensions 12

mm × 12 mm
▪ Outputs: serial RS232C, parallel Centronix
▪ Dimensions (WxDxH): 420 x 380 x 275 mm
▪ Mains: 230 V~

Spectrophotometer 190-1100 nmSpectrophotometer 190-1100 nm

35655-9335655-93

Software f. UV-SpectrophotometerSoftware f. UV-Spectrophotometer

35655-0135655-01

Lamp, Deuterium 1240Lamp, Deuterium 1240

35655-0235655-02

Lamp, wolframLamp, wolfram

35655-1035655-10

Spectroscope,Kirch.-Bunsen typeSpectroscope,Kirch.-Bunsen type

Function and applicationsFunction and applications

For qualitative observation and measurement of emission and ab-
sorption spectra.

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Table unit with fixed optical flint prism
▪ Swiveling observation telescope with ocular
▪ Scale tube with 100 division scale
▪ Flint glass prism 60°, height: 20 mm with removable cover
▪ Adjustable stand
▪ Total height: approx. 230 mm

35645-0035645-00

Spectrometer/goniom. w. vernierSpectrometer/goniom. w. vernier

35635-0235635-02

Diffraction grating, 600 lines/mmDiffraction grating, 600 lines/mm

08546-0008546-00

3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy3.7 Photometry and spectroscopy
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3.8.13.8.1 Paper chromatography, thin layer chromatography and columnPaper chromatography, thin layer chromatography and column

chromatographychromatography

494494

3.8.23.8.2 Gas chromatographyGas chromatography 495495

ChromatographyChromatography

3 Chemistry3 Chemistry
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Column chromatography - separation of leafColumn chromatography - separation of leaf

pigmentspigments

PrinciplePrinciple

In this investigation, a uniformly green raw extract of fresh leaves
is first separated into different fractions by means of column chro-
matography. To do so, the extract is added to a column filled with
starch and drawn through the column under slightly reduced pres-
sure (to increase the flow rate of the mobile phase) with ligroin
as the eluent. A separation occurs in a clearly recognisable, broad,
yellow area and in a narrow, green band. This means that the
xanthophylls (yellow) are separated from the chlorophylls (green).
If the vacuum is reduced during the separation, the separation is
much better, but then separation also takes considerably longer.

Each of the separation fractions can be collected individually and
characterised by recording their absorption spectra, if necessary,
or examined for fluorescence by radiation with UV light.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1309300P1309300

TLC-experimentation set dyesTLC-experimentation set dyes

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

This set contains chemicals, chromatography chambers and auxiliary
materials for carrying out the following separations:

▪ Separation of a lipophilic (fat soluble) dye mixture
▪ Separation of a mixture of anthraquinone dyes
▪ Separation of a mixture of food dyes
▪ Separation of felt-tipped pen colours

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ Instructions for use
▪ 3 chromatography chambers
▪ 1 application template
▪ 50 TLC-foils, polygram, cellulose, 4 × 8 cm
▪ 50 TLC-foils, polygram, aluminium oxide, 4 × 8 cm
▪ 50 TLC-foils, polygram, SIL-G F254, 4 × 8cm
▪ 50 glass capillaries
▪ 8 ml dye mixture (4 lipophilic colours)
▪ 8 ml each oil red G, oil blue II
▪ 8 ml anthraquinone dye mixture (7)
▪ 8 ml each blue 1, violet 2; 8 ml food dye mixture (7); 8 ml each

yellow-orange S, diamond black BN
▪ 100 ml toluol
▪ 100 ml toluol-cyclohexane
▪ 100 ml chloroform-acetone
▪ 100 ml 2.5 % sodium citrate solution
▪ 100 ml 25 % ammonium-2-propanol
▪ 2 felt-tipped pens

35040-0035040-00

3.8 Chromatography3.8 Chromatography
3.8.1 Paper chromatography, thin layer chromatography and column chromatography
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Chromatographic separation processes: gas chromatography (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)Chromatographic separation processes: gas chromatography (with the Cobra3 Chem-Unit)

PrinciplePrinciple

Chromatographic procedures allow a separation of substance mixtures with the aid of a stationary separation phase and a mobile phase. In
gas chromatography the mobile phase is a gas. The mobile phase, to which the mixture to be separated is added, transports the substance
mixture through the separation column at a constant flow rate. Interactions occur between the mobile phase and the stationary phase.
The establishment of equilibria between the stationary phase and the different substances (distribution equilibria, adsorption-desorption
equilibria) results in different migration rates of the individual components. At the end of the column there is a detector in the form of a
thermal conductivity cell, which can detect the different substances on the basis of their differing thermal conductivities. The detector signal
is recorded as a funtion of time. The different thermal conductivities of the carrier gas and the substance cause temperature alterations in
the electrically heated temperature sensor, which is located in a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The resulting electrical signal is recorded by a
plotter as a function of time (chromatogram).

TasksTasks

What you can learn aboutWhat you can learn about

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

TESS expert Handbook Laboratory Experiments CHEMISTRY
16504-1216504-12 English

P3031740P3031740

1. Determine the retention times of different gases and perform a chromatographic material separation of a mixture of butane
gases.

2. Separate and identify the components of a two-component mixture consisting of ethanol and ethyl acetate chromatographically.

▪ Chromatography
▪ Chromatogram
▪ Multiplicative distribution
▪ Nernst's law of distribution (number of theoretical trays)
▪ Thermal conductivity detector

3.8 Chromatography3.8 Chromatography
3.8.2 Gas chromatography
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Gas chromatographyGas chromatography

PrinciplePrinciple

This educationally vivid complete experimental set-up of a gas chromatograph makes it possible to separate substances which are highly
volatile at up to 100°C. A butane mixture is a suitable choice here, for example.
System components include such elements as the carrier gas supply, flow measurement, separation column with stationary phase, temper-
ature control system, thermal conductivity detector and recorder. All of the components of this open system are easily recognised, enabling
a clear explanation of the operating principle. To display the signal measured, the Cobra3 Chem unit is used with this set-up.

Literature for this experiment as follows:Literature for this experiment as follows:

Demo advanced Chemie Handbuch Komplettversuche (CET)
01855-0101855-01 German

Complete Experiments Chemistry/Biotechnology
01855-0201855-02 English

P1311000P1311000

Gas separation columnGas separation column

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

Enables a didactic gaschromatograph to be set up for low temperature
ranges up to 100°C. Thegas separation column is suitable todemon-
strate the principle of gaschromatography separations at roomtem-
perature (separating agent: Dinonylphthalate on kieselguhr; carrier
gas:hydrogen or helium).By inserting the gas separation columnin the
glass jacket, it can be temperedin the range between 10 and 100
°C.With the aid of a measuring probe, acontrol unit and an inter-

face system (ora Yt-recorder) the composition of gas orliquid mixtures
can be investigated andrecorded using a gas chromatograph.Technical
data:. Total length of the insert: 310 mm. Length of the separation
column(spiral shaped): approx. 1.3 m. Outer diameter of the glass cyl-
inder:36 mm. Length of the connection tube: 55 mm. Outer diameter
of the connection tube:8 mm

36670-0036670-00

3.8 Chromatography3.8 Chromatography
3.8.2 Gas chromatography
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Soap bubble flow meterSoap bubble flow meter

For the measurement and adjustment of the flow rate of carrier gas
during gas chromatography. A glass tube with a scale with rubber caps
for taking the soap solution and a right angled tube connection with
hose connectors (8mm) to be attached to the column. Total length:
280 mm. Outer diameter: 12 mm.

36675-0036675-00

Control unit gas chromatographControl unit gas chromatograph

Function and ApplicationsFunction and Applications

For voltage supply and for equalisation of the measure probe for gas-
chromatograph.

Eqipment and technical dataEqipment and technical data

▪ Zero balance: Push button for rough balance, potentiometer for
fine balance

▪ Input: BNC sockets for probe
▪ Output: 4-mm sockets for displaydevice (e.g. interface)
▪ Dimensions (mm): 225 × 113 × 125
▪ Voltage supply: 110...230 V AC

Control unit gas chromatographControl unit gas chromatograph

36670-9936670-99

Mesure probe for gas chromatograph, BNC contactMesure probe for gas chromatograph, BNC contact

36670-1036670-10

Micorliter tipsMicorliter tips

Microliter syringe, 10 Microliter syringe, 10 μll
Liquid-sealed microliter syringe for the sample feed for gas chromato-
graphy and HPLC, which enables a sample feed in syringes of chroma-
tographs, even against a high back pressure. The injection is provided
plunger-sided with a stable screw-detachable metal handle, which
prevents the transfer of hand heat to the injection body and which
protects the fine injection plunger against damage. The handle is
provided with an adjustable plunger slide brake and a release block.
The cannula is fixed cemented to the glass flask, so that it is identical
with the zero point. The tip of the cannula is ground off (10-12°) and

bent inward, in order to facilitate the piercing of septa.
Volume: 10 μl; scale graduation: 0.1 μl.

Microliter syringe, 100 Microliter syringe, 100 μll
Liquid-sealed microliter syringe for the sample feed for gas chroma-
tography and HPLC. The steel plunger of the syringe is inserted in-
dividually into the borosilicate glass body, which guarantees a high
level of sealing. The cannula is cemented to the glass flask, so that it
is identical with the zero point. The tip of the cannula is ground off
(10-12°) and bent inward, in order to facilitate the piercing of septa.
Volume: 100 μl; scale graduation: 1 μl.

Microliter syringe, 10 micro-lMicroliter syringe, 10 micro-l

02607-0002607-00

Micro-l syringe, 100 micro-lMicro-l syringe, 100 micro-l

02606-0002606-00

Gas chromatograph, 2 exchangeable separatingGas chromatograph, 2 exchangeable separating

columnscolumns

Funciton and ApplicationsFunciton and Applications

For the separation of undecomposed vaporisable substances up to 250
°C.

BenefitsBenefits

▪ fixed in the furnace chamber of the gas chromatograph at the
injection and detector block

▪ signals can be registered via the recorder output with a tY record-
er or a computer

Equipment and technical dataEquipment and technical data

▪ 2 exchangeable separating columns
▪ Length: 1 m
▪ Diameter: 5 mm
▪ Column I polar mobile solvent (polyethylene glycol adipate)
▪ column II anon-polar mobile solvent (apiezone fatL).
▪ separate gasinlet (via a coupler hose connection ) and gas outlet
▪ thermal conductivity detector, which is switched on according to

the separating column used.
▪ Heating output approx. 180Watt.
▪ Temperature adjustment 20...250°C,digital display.
▪ Temperature regulation with protection against over heating de-

tector: proportional
▪ 2 thermal conductivity measuring cells in bridge connection.

▪ Zero point adjustable
▪ measuring bridge electricity supply: 140 mA DC
▪ Mains connection 230 V~ (other voltages available on request).

Gas chromatograph, 2-columnGas chromatograph, 2-column

36657-9336657-93

Septa f.gas chromatograph, 10 pcsSepta f.gas chromatograph, 10 pcs

36657-0336657-03
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